EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

WRITTEN QUESTIONS WITH ANSWER

P-1520/04 (DE) by Evelyne Gebhardt (PSE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Outstanding final payment under the Interreg II C (CADSES) programme — project reference number 98/02
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

P-1521/04 (DE) by Erika Mann (PSE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Closure of the Otis plant in Stadthagen (Germany); Community funds for Otis in Breclav (Czech Republic)
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2004)

E-1523/04 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: EKO-City waste management association
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1524/04 (DE) by Doris Pack (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Interregional links in the Belgium-Luxembourg-France-Germany trans-European rail transport network
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1526/04 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Automatic external defibrillators
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-1527/04 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Rules on the privacy of data concerning patients
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1528/04 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Gap in occupational disability insurance cover in cross-border situations
Answer from the Commission (31 August 2004)

E-1530/04 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Distribution of aid funds in Iraq
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1531/04 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: European funding for the fruit and vegetable processing industry in Sicily
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)
E-1532/04 (NL) by Toine Manders (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Municipal ban on putting up posters
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2004)

E-1533/04 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Cluster munitions
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-1536/04 (DA) by Anne Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Espionage allegations
Answer from the Commission (24 September 2004)

E-1537/04 (EN) by Michael Cashman (PSE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Condoms/AIDS
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1538/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Safeguarding the freedom to change religion
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1539/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Safeguarding the freedom to change religion
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1540/04 (DE) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT)
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1541/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Request for the continuation of the UK exemption for charging full VAT and duty on red diesel for leisure boaters
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1542/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Disabled parking
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

E-1543/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Bristol Blue Glass
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1544/04 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Labelling, presentation and advertising of foodstuffs: alcoholic beverages
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-1545/04 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Labelling, presentation and advertising of foodstuffs: alcoholic beverages
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)
E-1546/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Use of the MMR vaccine in Member States
Answer from the Commission (9 September 2004)

E-1547/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Pig welfare and the use of farrowing crates
Answer from the Commission (9 September 2004)

E-1548/04 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Timber procurement
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1549/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: EU literature on the European Constitution
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1550/04 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Animal welfare
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2004)

E-1551/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Stud tax concessions in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (16 September 2004)

E-1552/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Trade figures
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)

E-1553/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Intra-EU foreign direct investment
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2004)

E-1554/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: EU ‘Work at Height’ Directive
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2004)

E-1555/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Beekeeping aid scheme
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)

E-1556/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Beekeeping
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1557/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Working hours
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)
E-1558/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Foreign direct investment
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1559/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Foreign direct investment and employment
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2004)

E-1560/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Foreign direct investment and pay
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1561/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Foreign direct investment by sector
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1562/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Payments record
Supplementary answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-1563/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Pension payments
Answer from the Commission (20 August 2004)

E-1564/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Impact of plant health measures on imports
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2004)

E-1565/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Public holidays
Answer from the Commission (24 September 2004)

E-1566/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Recycling
Answer from the Commission (9 September 2004)

E-1567/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Trade elasticities
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)

E-1568/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Arms exports as a share of the total of each Member State
Joint answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

E-1569/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Arms exports
Joint answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)
E-1570/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Care homes
Answer from the Commission (30 September 2004)

E-1571/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Tetra masts
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1572/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: EU directive on insurance mediation
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)

E-1573/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Cooperative movement
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

E-1574/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Czech Republic’s Endowment Fund for Holocaust Victims
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2004)

E-1575/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Killing of street-children in Honduras
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2004)

E-1576/04 (EN) by Peter Skinner (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Unemployment protection
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2004)

E-1581/04 (DA) by Karin Riis-Jørgensen (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Combating child pornography
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

E-1582/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Annual statistics of medical incidents on European airlines
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2004)

E-1583/04 (DE) by Heide Rühle (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Protecting the wild horses of Petala Greece
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1584/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Enforcement of agreed night-flight restrictions at Cologne/Bonn Airport
Answer from the Commission (30 September 2004)

E-1585/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Nuclear power in Slovakia
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)
E-1586/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Civitas II
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1587/04 (DE) by Elisabeth Jeggle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Refund of Brenner motorway tolls
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1588/04 (DE) by Willi Piecyk (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Approximation, mutual recognition and enforcement of criminal sanctions in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1589/04 (DE) by André Brie (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Conclusions to be drawn from and action to be taken on the REFLEX study co-financed by the European Commission
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1591/04 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Competition policy
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1592/04 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Training standards and mutual recognition in Accession States
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1593/04 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Protection of fish in the Acheloos river, Greece
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

E-1594/04 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Tooth-bleaching products for dentists
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1595/04 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) and Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Implementation of worker safety directives and protection of healthcare workers and their patients
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1601/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: FLEX instrument
Answer from the Commission (31 August 2004)

E-1602/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Somalia
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1603/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: GATS
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)
E-1604/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Zanzibar
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1605/04 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Eurostat blacklist?
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-1606/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Burma
Joint answer from the Commission (21 February 2005)

E-1607/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Caribbean rum
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1608/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive in Spain
Answer from the Commission (20 August 2004)

E-1609/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Economic Partnership Agreements
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1610/04 (NL) by Jan Mulder (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Distortion of competition by CO₂ allocation plans
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-1611/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Meeting Community legislation in the case of EDF-funded contracts
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)

E-1612/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Deficit — proceedings against Portugal
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1613/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Refusal to provide lists of deep-sea and demersal fish species
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)

E-1614/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: How will the Commission ensure that EU funds are not used to finance terrorism?
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1615/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: EU funding for the Palestinian autonomous areas
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2004)
E-1616/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The Stability Pact and its requirements
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1617/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Turkey accession partnership and the protection of cultural monuments
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-1618/04 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Legal basis for the proposal for a regulation establishing an instrument of financial support for encouraging the economic development of the Turkish Cypriot community
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1619/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Platon Lebedev health urgency
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1620/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Banning cruise ships
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1621/04 (EN) by Elspeth Attwooll (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Internet premium rate numbers scam
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

E-1622/04 (EN) by Elspeth Attwooll (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Unsolicited pornographic surface mail
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2004)

E-1625/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The Commission’s view on changes made to the proposals regarding refugee status and minimum standards for the qualification and status of third country nationals
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2004)

E-1626/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Use of EU funds to publish Palestinian schoolbooks inciting hatred
Answer from the Commission (24 September 2004)

E-1627/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Situation of funds relating to the ‘European Year of Education through Sport 2004’ in Italy
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1628/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Corporate social responsibility: legal recognition in EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1629/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Funds for the rehabilitation of an area of Rome known as ‘Testaccio’
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)
E-1630/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Funds for a sports Internet portal
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1631/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Solidarity fund for the restitution of property confiscated from Istriano-Dalmatian Italian exiles and for compensation for the relatives of victims of the ‘foibe’ massacres
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1632/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Financial framework for actions in support of consumer policy in Italy
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1633/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Update on funding relating to measures in support of Italian regions
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

E-1634/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Update on funding from the Daphne Programme in Italy
Answer from the Commission (10 September 2004)

E-1635/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Update on funding from the ‘Town-Twinning’ Programme in Italy
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1636/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Update on Customs 2000 Programme funding in Italy
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1637/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Update on funding from the ‘Safer Use of the Internet’ Programme in Italy
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

E-1638/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Update on funding for the Equal Programme in Italy
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)

E-1639/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Funds for the building of a multi-purpose complex in the municipality of Latina
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1640/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Israeli wall in the West Bank
Answer from the Commission (24 September 2004)

E-1641/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Funding for the building of a golf course
Answer from the Commission (30 September 2004)
E-1642/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Funding for measures to promote the cultural heritage of small towns
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1643/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Protection of religious minorities in Egypt
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1644/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Sustainable urban land use
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

E-1645/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: European Union funding
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2004)

E-1646/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Use of Community funds to the detriment of Sites of Community Importance (SCI) and Special Protection Areas (SPA) in Basilicata (Italy)
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1647/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Southern Adriatic seabed
Answer from the Commission (30 September 2004)

E-1648/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Infringement of the right to environmental information and persecutory attitude on the part of the Italian authorities
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1649/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Torbiere del Sebino Nature Reserve (Brescia)
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

E-1653/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Investigations of ME (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis)
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1654/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Investigations of ME (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis)
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2004)

E-1655/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The regulation of tooth-bleaching products for dentists
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)

E-1656/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Uganda
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2004)
E-1657/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Alternative renewable fuel sources
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1658/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Brominated flame retardant chemicals
Answer from the Commission (10 September 2004)

E-1659/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Illegally logged rainforest plywood
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2004)

E-1660/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Cross-border bank charges
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1661/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Corporation tax
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1662/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Migrants
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)

E-1663/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Pensions supervision
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1664/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: European funding for the Izar-Fene shipyards in Galicia: marine aquaculture R & D projects
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1665/04 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) and Mario Mantovani (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Textile and clothing industry
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1666/04 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) and Jan Wiersma (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Inspections of vessels carrying toxic substances
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1671/04 (EN) by Hilfrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Pornography on mobile phones
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1672/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Noise levels on the London Underground
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2004)
E-1673/04 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Imports of sugar from the Balkans
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-1674/04 (NL) by Ieke van den Burg (PSE) and Emine Bozkurt (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Amendment of the Netherlands Working Hours Act
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)

E-1675/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: EU reaction to the sentencing to lengthy and repeated terms of imprisonment of self-confessed Israeli conscientious objectors protesting against the occupation of Palestinian territory
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1676/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Threat to the continuity of rail and tram rolling stock production as a result of industrial concentration, liberalisation of transport and government cuts
Answer from the Commission (9 September 2004)

E-1677/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Measures to protect tram and rail rolling stock manufacturers from closure as a result of peaks and troughs in orders
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1678/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: By-passing of the Breda rail junction by trains on the future high-speed line to Belgium and France
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-1679/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Breda rail junction in the Netherlands being cut off from international rail traffic as a result of a dispute between railway companies
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-1680/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Deterioration in housing, health and employment for the Roma in Slovakia and extra measures to reverse this trend
Answer from the Commission (24 September 2004)

E-1681/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Repercussions of European public procurement rules on continuity of services and employment and the experience of the Netherlands railway stations
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2004)

E-1682/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Lack of connections on international public transport links between continental Europe and Ireland
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-1683/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Fire hazard due to abandonment of compulsory periodic inspections of the safety of domestic energy connections on account of liberalisation
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)
E-1684/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Construction of a large monitoring station with 22 dish antennae to intercept international communications on the north coast of the Netherlands near the village of Zoutkamp
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-1685/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Use by the Netherlands of intercepted communications for international trade in data and violation of national and European rules
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-1686/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Member State nationals employed in another Member State on low or no wages and subjected to violent intimidation
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1687/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Numerical importance of Catalan as a first language and recognition of its equal status as an EU official language
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1688/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: European measures to discourage the resumption of massive seal culling in Canada by introducing a total import ban instead of measures taken by individual Member States
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1689/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Europe's failure to protect virtually extinct eels and elvers from further fishing
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1690/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Publicly clarifying responsibility for Phare projects in Bulgaria and measures to prevent unnecessary delays or cancellations
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2004)

E-1691/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Continuing extreme restrictions on the freedom of the Israeli citizen Mordechai Vanunu and possibilities of restoring his freedom in Europe
Answer from the Commission (30 September 2004)

E-1692/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Systematic use of Structural and Cohesion Funds in the new Member States to overcome as quickly as possible the disadvantages suffered by the large Roma population
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1695/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Irish language
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1696/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Irish language
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)
E-1697/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) and Helmuth Markov (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Cessation of the 'Rollende Landstrasse' rail service; electrification and Intercity train services between Germany and the Czech Republic since the enlargement of the European Union
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1698/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The new banana import arrangements
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2004)

E-1699/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Long-term consequences of GMOs
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1700/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Liberalisation of the textile sector and the 'Istanbul Declaration'
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1701/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Liberalisation of the textile sector and the Istanbul Declaration
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-1702/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and freedom of choice
Answer from the Commission (9 September 2004)

P-1703/04 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: ASEM — Burma
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2004)

E-1704/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Block exemptions
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

P-1705/04 (ES) by José García-Margallo y Marfil (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Ebro water transfer
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)

P-1706/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 2000/78/EC
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2004)

E-1707/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Contravention of Community environmental legislation
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1708/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Policy to boost European tourism
Answer from the Commission (24 September 2004)
E-1709/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Council (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Policy to boost tourism  
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-1711/04 (DA) by Karin Riis-Jørgensen (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Possible illegal state aid to airlines  
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1712/04 (ES) by José García-Margallo y Marfil (PPE-DE) and Cristina Gutiérrez-Cortines (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Ebro transfer  
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)

E-1713/04 (ES) by José García-Margallo y Marfil (PPE-DE) and Cristina Gutiérrez-Cortines (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Spanish National Hydrological Plan  
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1714/04 (ES) by José García-Margallo y Marfil (PPE-DE) and Cristina Gutiérrez-Cortines (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Diversion of the Ebro  
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1715/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Brax, the multinational  
Supplementary answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

P-1716/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Commission's investigation into tax exemptions for stud fees in Ireland  
Answer from the Commission (9 September 2004)

E-1717/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Natura 2000  
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2004)

E-1718/04 (EN) by Stephen Hughes (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: New section of the E67 road in northern Poland  
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1719/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Insulin-dependent diabetics  
Joint answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

E-1720/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN), Roberta Angelilli (UEN), Sebastiano Musumeci (UEN) and Alessandro Foglietta (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Desalination plants and water problems  
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1721/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN), Roberta Angelilli (UEN) and Alessandro Foglietta (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)  
Subject: Experiments on growth factors  
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)
E-1722/04 (NL) by Maria Martens (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Nuisance caused by colonies of rooks
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1723/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Equality between men and women
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1724/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Equal Opportunities
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1725/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: International Mountain Day
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1726/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Standardisation of traffic signs
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2004)

E-1727/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Problems with the implementation of the smoking ban in Italian catering establishments
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1728/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Traffic-accident data
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-1729/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Number plates for bicycles
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1730/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Paternity leave
Answer from the Commission (24 September 2004)

E-1731/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Widower's pension
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1732/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Rehabilitation of young offenders
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1733/04 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Bogus universities/degrees
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)
E-1734/04 (EN) by Mary Honeyball (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Verification of the bona fides of experts
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-1735/04 (IT) by Giovanni Fava (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Arrest of the captain, the shipowner and the first officer of the Cap Anamur
Joint answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

P-1736/04 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Invasive species: grey squirrel
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)

P-1737/04 (IT) by Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Expulsion of asylum seekers on board the Cap Anamur
Joint answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1738/04 (DE) by Willi Piecyk (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Daytime running lights
Answer from the Commission (8 October 2004)

E-1739/04 (ES) by Rosa Miguélez Ramos (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Assault and destruction along the pilgrim route to Santiago de Compostela following the resumption of work halted at the European Parliament's request
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1740/04 (FR) by Bernard Poignant (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Dismissal of language teachers
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2004)

E-1741/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: By-pass road south-west of Asti and a threatened priority species in the Belangero ponds, a site of Community importance
Answer from the Commission (30 September 2004)

E-1742/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Funding for the recycling of plastics
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

E-1743/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Funding for geothermal wells
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1744/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Restrictions on the use of Eurodac data
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1745/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Restrictions on the use of Eurodac data
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2004)
E-1746/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The importance of establishing dialogue with Islamic scholars in clarifying the limits of Sharia law
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1747/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The Threshold for British teachers in the European Schools
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

P-1748/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Eastern Turkistan terrorism
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1749/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Geoffrey Van Orden (PPE-DE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Possible trade sanctions against Burma
Joint answer from the Commission (21 February 2005)

E-1750/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The persecution of Christians in Sri Lanka
Answer from the Commission (24 September 2004)

E-1751/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The imprisonment of Jorge Luis Garéia Perey in Cuba
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2004)

E-1752/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The protection of fish stocks from cormorants
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1753/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1754/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Valencian Land Laws
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

E-1755/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Humanitarian crisis in Western Sudan, Darfur Province
Joint answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

E-1756/04 (EN) by Roger Helmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Falun Gong
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

E-1757/04 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the framework directive on water (FDW)
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)
P-1758/04 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Reusable packaging
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)

E-1759/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Too few women in senior posts
Answer from the Council (22 November 2004)

E-1760/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Too few women in senior posts
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1761/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Gender mainstreaming
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1762/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Gender mainstreaming
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1763/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Female President for the Commission
Joint answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-1764/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Female President for the Commission
Joint answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1765/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Gender equality in the appointment of Commissioners
Joint answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-1766/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Gender equality in the appointment of Commissioners
Joint answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1767/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Rules governing the appointment of new Commissioners
Joint answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1768/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Equal opportunities and family policy
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1769/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: The Toledo-Ciudad Real-N IV motorway
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)
E-1770/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Liberalisation of the electricity market — concessions for major water transfers for hydroelectric purposes
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-1771/04 (EN) by Giles Chichester (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Petition Committee's recommendations on DVT and issuing health warning on airline tickets
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1772/04 (FR) by Béatrice Patrie (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: End of the EU food aid programme to the most poverty-stricken
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1773/04 (FR) by Béatrice Patrie (PSE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: End of the EU food aid programme to the most poverty-stricken
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1774/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Suspected corruption: EU Agency for the Reconstruction of the Balkans
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1775/04 (SV) by Jonas Sjóstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Sweden as a Member State with a derogation
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1776/04 (SV) by Jonas Sjóstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Sweden as a Member State with a derogation
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2004)

P-1777/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Italian National Olympic Committee directive on support for, and the promotion of, sports training centres for young people
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

P-1778/04 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE-DE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Nuclear safety and EU enlargement
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

P-1779/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Treatment of Greek visitors to Poland
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

E-1780/04 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Switzerland: first-time registration of diesel cars — requirement that cars be fitted with particle filters as from 1 January 2006
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1781/04 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Award procedures for Life projects
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)
E-1782/04 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Accounting proof in connection with shipments of exports and intra-Community shipments
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1783/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Safe passage for Greek lorries through Italy
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1784/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Mycenaean bridge on 1 euro banknotes
Answer from the Commission (16 September 2004)

E-1785/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Detention of Christians in China
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1786/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Detention of Christians in Laos
Answer from the Commission (16 September 2004)

E-1787/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Ongoing killings of Christians in Central Sulawesi, Indonesia
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2004)

E-1788/04 (PT) by Sérgio Marques (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Access to the Structural Funds for the outermost regions after 2006
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1789/04 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 97/55/EC
Answer from the Commission (16 September 2004)

P-1790/04 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Failure to comply with the aims of the Llubi-Crestatx watercourse project
Supplementary answer from the Commission (11 October 2004)

P-1791/04 (PT) by Jamila Madeira (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Fire prevention
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

E-1792/04 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Metal emissions from enamel furnaces
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

E-1793/04 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Industrial and Technological Park of Almería (PITA) in the Sierra Alhamilla SCI (Almería, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)
E-1794/04 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Plan for building a conduit from the Cerro Blanco dam (river Grande) to the 'El Atabal’ drinking water treatment station
Supplementary answer from the Commission (1 March 2005)

E-1795/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Money laundering
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-1796/04 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Termination of contract with language teachers
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

P-1797/04 (DE) by Jutta Haug (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Financial assistance for factory relocation
Answer from the Commission (30 September 2004)

P-1798/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Exports of light weapons and ammunition to Sudan
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

P-1799/04 (IT) by Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Permanently temporary employees at the Italian Territorial Agency
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1809/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Ensuring availability of animal insulin
Joint answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

P-1816/04 (IT) by Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: S.Benedetto mineral water plant under construction at Padernello (TV), Italy
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)

P-1823/04 (HU) by Béla Glattfelder (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Commission proposal on the reform of sugar prices
Supplementary answer from the Commission (20 May 2005)

P-1824/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Liberalisation of demersal trawling and gillnets in the Autonomous Region of the Azores
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2004)

P-1825/04 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Reform of the CMO in sugar
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)

P-1826/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Violation of the rule of law and the principles of democracy in Cambodia
Answer from the Commission (10 September 2004)
P-1827/04 (IT) by Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Cambodia’s violation of the rights of Montagnard refugees
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1833/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Killing of young birds protected by the Habitat and Bird Directive as a result of excessively early mowing in the Netherlands region of Zeeland-Flanders
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

E-1838/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Gibraltar and the EU Convention
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1839/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Gibraltar and the EU Convention
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

P-1843/04 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Sudan/Darfur
Joint answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

P-1844/04 (EN) by Philip Bradbourn (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Structural Funding
Supplementary answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-1847/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (17 August 2004)
Subject: Negotiations on the establishment of missile and radar bases in Poland, Romania and Bulgaria in connection with the US ‘Star Wars’ project
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1848/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Revision of the European rules governing public procurement with a view to enabling authorities to take better account of environmental implications when awarding contracts
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-1849/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Measures to end practices designed to keep Greek supermarket prices unacceptably high
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1850/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: Reclassification of printer toner cartridge waste
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)

E-1851/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: Judgement by United States Supreme Court and protection of minors on the Internet
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1852/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) and Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Council (25 August 2004)
Subject: Breach of the right of association and assembly of the International Association for the Support of Political Prisoners (AISPP) in Tunisia
Joint answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)
E-1853/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) and Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: Breach of the right of association and assembly of the International Association for the Support of Political Prisoners (AISPP) in Tunisia
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1854/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) and Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Council (25 August 2004)
Subject: Hunger strike by political prisoner Nabil El Ouaer in Tunisia
Joint answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-1855/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) and Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: Hunger strike by political prisoner Nabil El Ouaer in Tunisia
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1856/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) and Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Council (25 August 2004)
Subject: Farcical trial of the Zarzis Internet users in Tunisia
Joint answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-1857/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) and Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: Farcical trial of the Zarzis Internet-users in Tunisia
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1858/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) and Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: European Union support in Tunisia to assist reforms concerning freedom of association and independence of the judicial system
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-1859/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) and Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: EU programme to support the media in Tunisia and ensuring media access for independent and opposition journalists and press organs
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1860/04 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: De Beers
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1861/04 (DE) by Karl von Wogau (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: French declaration requirements for cash transfers
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1862/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: Measures to guarantee the social security rights of Greek political refugees who have returned home
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

P-1863/04 (IT) by Adriana Poli Bortone (UEN) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: No charge for library loans
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2004)
E-1864/04 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: International access to telephone-based services
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

P-1865/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: Forest fires
Joint answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

P-1866/04 (PT) by Sérgio Ribeiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: Forest fires
Joint answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1867/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2004)
Subject: Boscastle floods
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

P-1868/04 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 August 2004)
Subject: Agreements between the French distributive trades sector and farmers on the price and purchase of tomatoes
Answer from the Commission (16 September 2004)

E-1869/04 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (2 September 2004)
Subject: Cost of free movement
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-1870/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Council (2 September 2004)
Subject: Reducing poverty through Community action
Answer from the Council (2 June 2005)

E-1871/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 September 2004)
Subject: Reducing poverty through Community action
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1872/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Council (2 September 2004)
Subject: Achieving greater coherence in development cooperation
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-1873/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 September 2004)
Subject: Achieving greater coherence in development cooperation
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-1874/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Council (2 September 2004)
Subject: Cooperation with NSAs in the EU and in the ACP countries
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-1875/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 September 2004)
Subject: Cooperation with NSAs in the EU and in the ACP countries
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)
P-1876/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (27 August 2004)
Subject: EU intervention in support of mercenaries in Zimbabwe
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2004)

P-1877/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 August 2004)
Subject: Market Abuse Directive — implementing measures
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2004)

E-1878/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Internet service providers
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-1879/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Human rights in the Maldives
Joint answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-1880/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Corruption in the Maldives
Joint answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-1881/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Criminal justice in the Maldives
Joint answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-1882/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Tourism and the Maldives
Joint answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

P-1883/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Council (27 August 2004)
Subject: Compliance with the Code of Conduct on Arms Exports
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-1884/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Compliance with the Code of Conduct on Arms Exports
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

P-1885/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (30 August 2004)
Subject: Possible discrimination by the British Government in the treatment of its employees
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

P-1886/04 (PL) by Witold Tomczak (IND/DEM) to the Commission (30 August 2004)
Subject: The claims against Poland from certain circles in Germany
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

E-1887/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Domestic demand growth
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)
E-1888/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Short-term interest rates
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1889/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Long-term interest rates
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1890/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Long-term real interest rates
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1891/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Long-term real interest rates
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1892/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Long-term real interest rates
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1893/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Five-year forward interest rates
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1894/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Adjusted long-term interest rates
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1895/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Short-term real interest rates
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1896/04 (DE) by Willi Piecyk (PSE) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Mandatory GMO labelling of eggs, meat and milk
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-1897/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Impact of interest rates
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1898/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Obstacles to personal borrowing
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1900/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Prudential limits to borrowing and safe capital
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)
E-1901/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Self-certification of income by borrowers
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1902/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Speed of attachment of assets
Joint answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-1903/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Speed of attachment of assets
Joint answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-1904/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Savings rates and borrowing
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1905/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Impact of monetary union
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2004)

E-1906/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Impact of monetary union on investment
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1907/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Impact of monetary union in price convergence
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1908/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Aviation fuel tax
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-1909/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Toll roads
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-1910/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Road construction
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-1911/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: VAT registrations
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1912/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: VAT registrations
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)
E-1913/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Business start-ups
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1914/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Freight traffic
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-1915/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Return to higher education
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1916/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Migration
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1917/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Migration
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1918/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Held in custody without court appearance
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-1919/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Recycling
Joint answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-1920/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Landfill
Joint answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-1922/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA)
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1923/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Labelling requirements for benzodiazepines
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1924/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (08.09.2004)
Subject: Biodegradability of packaging materials
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-1925/04 (EN) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Agreement on international humane trapping standards
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)
E-1926/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1927/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Council (8 September 2004)
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-1928/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (8 September 2004)
Subject: Growing lack of understanding among the people of Iraq about the contribution made by troops from EU Member States to the rebuilding of the country and the guarantee of a pluralist democracy
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-1929/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (8 September 2004)
Subject: Negative repercussions of a referendum in Macedonia seeking to reverse the compromise on equality for the Albanian-speaking community
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-1930/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Koi herpes virus in carps
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1931/04 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Age discrimination — EU Joint Research Centre
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

P-1932/04 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 September 2004)
Subject: Translation of documents, information and Internet pages
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-1934/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Disruption of Macedonia's future EU membership as a result of repeal of the decentralisation law guaranteeing equality for the Albanian-speaking community
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-1936/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Recognition of university degrees in Spain
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1937/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Falsification of dairy products in France
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-1939/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Timeshares
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1940/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Muslim-Christian violence in Nigeria
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)
E-1942/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Whales around the Canary Isles
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-1943/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Limitations of the study 'Migration trends in an enlarged Europe'
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-1944/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Second version of the EUMC report on anti-Semitism
Supplementary answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-1945/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Subsidisation of periodicals
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1946/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Recognition of the Armenian genocide by Turkey
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

E-1947/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Council (9 September 2004)
Subject: Recognition of the Armenian genocide by Turkey
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-1948/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Council (9 September 2004)
Subject: Statements by government leaders on the possible accession of Turkey to the EU
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-1949/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Council (9 September 2004)
Subject: Muslim women exempted from having a photograph included on their identity cards in the
United Kingdom
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-1950/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Council (9 September 2004)
Subject: Gerhard Schröder’s desire to introduce the Constitution without ratification in all Member States
Answer from the Council (22 November 2004)

E-1957/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Inadequacy of new digital and biometric techniques to combat falsification of passports, and
doubts about their use in EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-1960/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Problematic situation in Namibia
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-1961/04 (EL) by Ioannis Varvitsiotis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Policy to combat doping in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)
E-1962/04 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Programmes to promote Community agricultural products
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

E-1963/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Proposed redevelopment of Cherry Orchard and SEA Directive
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-1964/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE), Geoffrey Van Orden (PPE-DE), Nirj Deva (PPE-DE), John Bowis (PPE-DE) and José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Ongoing imprisonment of Burmese MP Dr Than Nyein after completion of his sentence
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-1965/04 (ES) by Manuel Medina Ortega (PSE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Obligations of national health services
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2004)

E-1966/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Safeguarding the craft industries producing ‘Arraiolos carpets’
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-1967/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Marble production in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-1968/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Application to make Vila Viçosa a UNESCO World Heritage Site
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-1970/04 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Resources drawn by the Czech Republic from the EU’s pre-accession funds
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-1971/04 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: EU Structural Fund financial resources for the Czech Republic
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-1972/04 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: VHI (Voluntary Health Insurance) — Private health insurance, Ireland
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1973/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Cetacean by-catch
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2004)

E-1974/04 (FR) by Astrid Lulling (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Harmonisation of legislation regarding the bee disease American foulbrood or malignant foulbrood
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)
E-1975/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Accession negotiations with Turkey (law on adultery)
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-1976/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Support for inhabitants of the hill areas in the Algarve (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-1977/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Effects of heatwave and water shortage on agricultural production in Madeira (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-1978/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Closure of Elefanten (C & J Clark) in Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-1979/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: EU Health Card and dentistry
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-1980/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Definition of the ‘proximity principle’ in relation to landfill waste disposal
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-1981/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Commission action on the European Parliament written declaration on cat and dog fur
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-1982/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Transportation and sale of puppies in Member States
Answer from the Commission (5 October 2004)

E-1983/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: The Olympic Games and the European Union
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1984/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Follow-up on the workings of Council Directive 2002/38/EC on the application of VAT to digital services
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-1985/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Deaths caused by depleted uranium
Joint answer from the Commission (8 November 2004)

E-1986/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Council (13 September 2004)
Subject: Deaths caused by depleted uranium
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)
E-1987/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Nitrate pollution from aquaculture and urban sewage outfalls on the coast of the Canary Islands and the application of European directives
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-1988/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Assistance granted under the FIFG to the fishing sector in the Canary Islands for the period 2000-2006
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2004)

E-1989/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Nitrate pollution from aquaculture and urban sewage outfalls on the coast of the Canary Islands and the application of European directives
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-1990/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Nitrate pollution from aquaculture and urban sewage outfalls on the coast of the Canary Islands and the application of European directives
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-1996/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Subsidies to the Georgsmarienhütte steelworks
Supplementary answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-1997/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Use of EU aid to clean up the effects of uranium mining by COMUF/COGEMA in Gabon
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-1998/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Tobacco revenues
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-1999/04 (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Regional cooperation between the ACP countries and the outermost regions
Answer from the Commission (11 November 2004)

E-2000/04 (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: PLC technology
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2001/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: EU jurisdiction in the area of competition
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-2002/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Planned cableway connection and ‘state aid’
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2003/04 (NL) by Dirk Sterckx (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Swifts in Malta
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)
E-2004/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Quality of economic projections
Answer from the Commission (8 October 2004)

E-2005/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Abattoirs
Answer from the Commission (8 October 2004)

E-2006/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Agency workers directive proposal
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-2007/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Better Regulation
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-2009/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Code of conduct for Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-2010/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Commission staff
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-2011/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Consumer expenditure
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-2012/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Cultural exception
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2013/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Cultural exception
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2014/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Fiscal sustainability
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-2015/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Foreign direct investment
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-2016/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Global roaming
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)
E-2017/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Horse racing prizes in Greece  
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)  

E-2018/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Languages  
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)  

E-2019/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Languages  
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)  

E-2020/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Meat hygiene directives  
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)  

E-2021/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Migrants from other Member States  
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)  

E-2022/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  National identity cards  
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)  

E-2023/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Pensions  
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)  

E-2024/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Reallocation of Commission staff  
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)  

E-2025/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Sulphites in wine  
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)  

E-2026/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Sunday opening  
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)  

E-2027/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  Twinning of towns  
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)  

E-2028/04 (ES) by Teresa Riera Madurell (PSE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)  
Subject:  European Gender Institute  
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)  
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E-2029/04 (NL) by Ieke van den Burg (PSE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Counterfeit euro banknotes
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2030/04 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Building of motorway in Romania
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2031/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Transport and port infrastructure costs in the Autonomous Region of Madeira
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2033/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 September 2004)
Subject: Misuse of EU funds by Yasser Arafat and the Palestinian Authority
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-2035/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 September 2004)
Subject: Limit values for drinking water
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2036/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (14 September 2004)
Subject: Truck Tour ‘For diversity. Against discrimination’
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2004)

E-2039/04 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 September 2004)
Subject: Distortion of competition on veal markets — Italian definition of veal
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

P-2042/04 (EN) by Konrad Szymański (UEN) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Customs duties imposed by Tunisia on goods from Poland and other new EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

E-2043/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Council
(15 September 2004)
Subject: Discriminatory local taxation on non-resident second-home owners in Spain
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

E-2044/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission
(15 September 2004)
Subject: Discriminatory local taxation on non-resident second-home owners in Spain
Supplementary answer from the Commission (16 March 2005)

E-2045/04 (EN) by Mairead McGuinness (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Destruction of forests by grey squirrels
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2046/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Humane trapping
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)
E-2047/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Pig farms in Poland
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2004)

E-2048/04 (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Illegal immigration in the outermost regions
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-2049/04 (NL) by Ieke van den Burg (PSE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Getting rid of small euro coins
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2050/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Measures to prevent continued exposure of military personnel, civilians and the environment to contamination caused by use of weapons strengthened with depleted uranium
Joint answer from the Commission (8 November 2004)

E-2051/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Serious lack of progress in repair of power stations, water treatment installations and other public facilities in Iraq as a result of Iraqi know-how being ignored
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2052/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Combating the use of performance-enhancing drugs and protection of athletes' health
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2053/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Directive on disabled people
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-2054/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (15 September 2004)
Subject: Mozambique — Nampula — murder of a missionary
Joint answer from the Commission (22 November 2004)

E-2055/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (15 September 2004)
Subject: Trafficking in human organs: framework decision
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-2056/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (15 September 2004)
Subject: Mozambique — trafficking in human beings and/or human organs
Joint answer from the Commission (22 November 2004)

E-2057/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Mozambique — trafficking in human beings and/or human organs
Joint answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2058/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Iusimpresa.com project
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)
E-2059/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Angola — the sable antelope
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-2060/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Angola — European Union support for the general election
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2061/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Mozambique — support for the judicial system, with a view to combating organised crime in the sphere of trafficking in persons and/or human organs
Joint answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2062/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Drug trafficking and terrorist networks
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2063/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Portuguese workers — Netherlands
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2064/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: EU — Mercosur relations
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2065/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: New drugs
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2066/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Angola — HIV/AIDS
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2067/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: The Azores and Madeira: regular sea transport, particularly passengers
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2068/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (20 September 2004)
Subject: Cuba — Sakharov initiative
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2069/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (20 September 2004)
Subject: Trafficking in organs — Mozambique: visit of Spanish health minister
Joint answer from the Commission (22 November 2004)

E-2070/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (20 September 2004)
Subject: East Timor/Australia — negotiations on the common sea border
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)
E-2071/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: East Timor/Australia — negotiations on the common sea border
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2072/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Venezuela — political prisoners and human rights
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2073/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Safety at sea
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2074/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Invasion of locusts in Cape Verde
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2075/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Doping and Greek law
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2076/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Establishment of 'Made in EU' label
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

E-2077/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Xenophobic attacks on the Portuguese community in Northern Ireland
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2078/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: The outermost regions
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2079/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Toll charges — vehicle models
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-2083/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: The Arab Bank's role in the funding of Palestinian terror
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2084/04 (DE) by André Brie (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: New version of the Konver programme for the old Member States and extension thereof to include the new Member States
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-2085/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Funding from 3rd CSF for technical education in Greece
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)
E-2086/04 (EN) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Ethnic discrimination in the funding and administration of reconstruction in Iraq
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2087/04 (EN) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Financial rules for development cooperation projects
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-2088/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Introduction of a maritime traffic separation scheme in the Baltic
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2089/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: ‘For Diversity, Against Discrimination’ Journalist Award 2004
Joint answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-2090/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: ‘For Diversity, Against Discrimination’ Journalist Award 2004: costs and organisation
Joint answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-2091/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Emergency in Ossetia — humanitarian aid
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2092/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Polio outbreak in Africa
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2004)

E-2096/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Reopening of the Halki School of Theology
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2097/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Convention on the European Forest Institute
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2098/04 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Council (20 September 2004)
Subject: ‘Eurovignette’ — Dutch Presidency
Answer from the Council (9 December 2004)

E-2099/04 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Enlargement — Turkey
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-2100/04 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: International trade — ‘Byrd amendment’
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)
E-2101/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Rules for the Internet
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2102/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: The milk powder lobby
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2103/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Research situation in Italy
Answer from the Commission (10 January 2005)

E-2104/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (20 September 2004)
Subject: Composition of the Management Board of the European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2105/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (20 September 2004)
Subject: Section concerning minorities in the EU-Russia Joint Statement of 27 April 2004
Answer from the Council (22 November 2004)

E-2106/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (20 September 2004)
Subject: Economic and political pressure on South Africa in connection with the policy of sanctions against Zimbabwe
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2110/04 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the motor vehicle block exemption regulation
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2111/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Use of French in the Community institutions
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2112/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Rural development
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-2113/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Comments by Commissioner Bolkestein — Turkey's enlargement
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2116/04 (DE) by Willi Piecyk (PSE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2117/04 (DE) by Tobias Pflüger (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Occupational ban in Germany against the Heidelberger teacher Michael Czaszkoczy
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2118/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Cost of building and using the Attica Highway
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2119/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Review of Pakistan’s blasphemy laws
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2120/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Dr Than Nyein
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2121/04 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Drift-net fishing
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2122/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Direct aid under the EAGGF Guarantee Section
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2123/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Council (21 September 2004)
Subject: Impact on agricultural markets of preferential import arrangements
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-2124/04 (FR) by Mathieu Grosch (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Recognition of diplomas
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2125/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Bogus e-mail
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-2126/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Industrial mergers and safeguarding of jobs — Corsico case in Italy
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-2127/04 (IT) by Sebastiano Musumeci (UEN) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Maritime pollution caused by tank-flushing at sea
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2128/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Turnout of non-nationals in European Parliament elections in 1999 and 2004
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2129/04 (PT) by Sérgio Ribeiro (GUE/NGL) and Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Revision of the Stability and Growth Pact
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)
E-2130/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Harmonisation of road traffic rules
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2131/04 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Legal basis for lesser-used languages
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2132/04 (IT) by Giovanni Pittella (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Decentralised agencies
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2133/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Turkish accession — reports of torture
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2134/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Statements by Commissioner Verheugen in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2004)

E-2135/04 (PT) by Sérgio Marques (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Expansion of Funchal airport
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2136/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Support for taxi drivers in Rome
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2137/04 (NL) by Jan Mulder (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Cross-compliance between the nitrates directive and rural development policy
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2138/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Community food programmes for the EU’s neediest inhabitants
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2139/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Inauguration of the new Lactogal factory in Vila do Conde
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2140/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: The ‘Western Landfill Utility’ (Aterro Sanitário do Oeste) in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2141/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Closure of the Gamic Lda factory in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2142/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Expiry of the EU-Morocco fisheries agreement
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2143/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Closure of the Gabor shoe factory
Supplementary answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2144/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Environmental impact assessment in respect of the Amoreiras tunnel
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2145/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Glass industry in Marinha Grande
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2146/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Abolition of aid to the canning industry in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-2147/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Subsidies for the Panasqueira Mines
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2148/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Seconded and seasonal workers
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-2149/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Closure of applications to the Agro Programme in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2150/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Credit line for support to farmers
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-2151/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Support for farmers in vulnerable areas
Answer from the Commission (11 November 2004)

E-2152/04 (PT) by Sérgio Ribeiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Borrowing books from libraries
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

E-2153/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: End of the fisheries agreement with Morocco — Compensation for fishermen
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)
E-2154/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Changes to the agreements on the reform of aid in the olive oil and cotton sectors
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

E-2155/04 (DA) by Henrik Kristensen (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Reform of the EU's agricultural aid schemes
Answer from the Commission (6 January 2005)

E-2156/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Damage caused by shipwrecks to the marine environment of the Mediterranean
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2157/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Statements by Commissioner Verheugen in Ankara
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-2158/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Suspected breach of the 1980 Hague Convention on parental abduction of children
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2159/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Protection and conservation of the Stigliano spa
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2160/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Embargo on sales of Portuguese beef
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2162/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Israel's West Bank Security Fence
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2163/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Mercury in amalgam fillings
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-2164/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Calls from mobile telephones
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2165/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Noise from marine engines
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2166/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Packaging Directive
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)
E-2167/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Portugal — Implementation of air pollution legislation
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2168/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Rare breeds of farm animals
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2169/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Waste materials
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2004)

E-2170/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Berlaymont: Use of illegal timber
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-2171/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Birds Directive — Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2172/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Bluefin tuna
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2173/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Monitoring of EU fishing fleets
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2174/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Fluoridation
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2175/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Impact assessments
Joint answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2176/04 (EN) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Status of the People's Mujahedeen of Iran (PMOI)
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2177/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Burma's participation at the ASEM Summit
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2178/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Funding of an event promoting wine-and-gastronomy tourism
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)
E-2179/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2004)
Subject: Closure of the Wella factory in Castiglione delle Stiviere-Mantova (Italy)
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-2184/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Possible favouritism towards former cabinet members
Answer from the Commission (2 May 2005)

E-2185/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Violation of property rights in Greece
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2186/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Deletion of reference to religion on ID cards
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2187/04 (EN) by Eluned Morgan (PSE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Framework Programme 6
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2190/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Party political activity by European Commissioner Louis Michel
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

E-2191/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Breach of the Sudan arms embargo
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2192/04 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Citizenship rights of Latvians
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2193/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Unequal treatment of a Portuguese national
Joint answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-2194/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Closure of undertakings after receiving EU financial aid
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2195/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Flight and duty time limitations
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2198/04 (DE) by Jorgo Chatzimarkakis (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Acceptance of currency at filling stations in France and Belgium
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2199/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Irregularities in connection with the renovation of the Berlaymont Building
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2200/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: Demolition of buildings in Himara
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2201/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Demolition of buildings in Himara
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2202/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: Promotion of European policy against AIDS
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-2203/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Promotion of European policy against AIDS
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2204/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Illegal dumping in Northern Ireland
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2205/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Paediatric surgery
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2206/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Urbanisation projects in Spain
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2207/04 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Public health — tobacco
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-2208/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Holiday-resort and golf-course project in the Peloponnese (Greece)
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2209/04 (IT) by Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) and Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) to the Council
(27 September 2004)
Subject: Panama and the USA failing to take part in the fight against terrorism
Answer from the Council (9 December 2004)

E-2210/04 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: New Commissioners in office since 1 May 2004
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)
P-2211/04 (SV) by Christofer Fjellner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Sale of ‘snus’ smokeless tobacco in the EU
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2004)

P-2212/04 (EN) by Péter Olajos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Romanian accession to the European Union — Closure of the environmental chapter
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2004)

P-2213/04 (FR) by Véronique De Keyser (PSE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Nature of contacts maintained by the Commission
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

P-2214/04 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: TV viewing rights — television for all
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

E-2215/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Conservation of the Orthodox monument of Hagia Sophia
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2216/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Stagnation in use of the Internet
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2217/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: Cancellation of plans to dedicate a road to the victims of 11 September in the municipality of Concorrezzo
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-2218/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Cancellation of plans to dedicate a road to the victims of 11 September in the municipality of Concorrezzo
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2220/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: Arrest of Rafique al Islam, representative of the ICBL (International Campaign to Ban Landmines) in Bangladesh
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2221/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: Hunger strike by Palestinian prisoners
Answer from the Council (22 November 2004)

E-2222/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Recommendations by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in Peru
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

P-2223/04 (EN) by Ewa Hedkvist Petersen (PSE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Feasibility study, pedestrian safety and EEVC test
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)
E-2224/04 (EL) by Ioannis Varvitsiotis (PPE-DE) and Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Religious freedom of the Greek minority in Albania
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2225/04 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (PPE-DE) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: Information Campaign for European Constitution
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-2226/04 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Information Campaign for European Constitution
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2227/04 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Setting up the Chemicals Agency
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

E-2228/04 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Directive on services
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2229/04 (IT) by Giovanni Pittella (PSE), Michele Santoro (PSE) and Alfonso Andria (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Storage of waste
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-2230/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Assurance from a Commissioner-designate that she will rule herself out of some of her duties because of potential conflicts of interest
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-2231/04 (NL) by Ieke van den Burg (PSE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Liberalisation of the market in automobile parts
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2232/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE/ADLE) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: European prisoners in Thailand
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2233/04 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Endocrine disrupter research
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2234/04 (FI) by Piia-Noora Kauppi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Issuing invitations to tender to provide architects' services
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2235/04 (NL) by Margriet van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Debt cancellation and ODA — percentage
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)
P-2236/04 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE/ADLE) to the Council (21 September 2004)
Subject: Situation in Iraq
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

P-2237/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Turkey's EU membership
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-2238/04 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (29 September 2004)
Subject: Czech restitution
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2239/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2004)
Subject: Anti-terrorism policy
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-2240/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2004)
Subject: The burden of bureaucracy
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2241/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Council (29 September 2004)
Subject: Abolition of one and two cent coins
Answer from the Council (22 November 2004)

E-2242/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Council (29 September 2004)
Subject: Adoption of a stance by the EU on the potential involvement of Morocco in the Madrid bombings
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-2243/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 September 2004)
Subject: Adoption of a stance by the EU on the potential involvement of Morocco in the Madrid bombings
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2244/04 (EN) by Philip Bradbourn (PPE-DE) to the Council (29 September 2004)
Subject: No car day
Answer from the Council (22 February 2004)

E-2245/04 (EN) by Simon Coveney (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2004)
Subject: Treatment of disabled children in the Czech Republic
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

E-2246/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Aids — drastic increase in the number of people infected
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2247/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: UN — risk of operational collapse
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)
E-2248/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Emergency in the Great Lakes region
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2249/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Zimbabwe: ownership of gold mines
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2004)

E-2250/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Nuclear activity in North Korea
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2251/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Iran — nuclear programme
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-2252/04 (EN) by Satu Hassi (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Measures to combat the illegal logging and timber trade
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

P-2253/04 (EN) by Arlene McCarthy (PSE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: EU Funding for the North-West region in the UK in the period 1999-2003
Supplementary answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2254/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (30 September 2004)
Subject: Paralympic Games
Answer from the Council (9 December 2004)

E-2255/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Reports concerning Athens airport
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2256/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Religious persecution in Eritrea
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2257/04 (FR) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Drug use in sport in the EU
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2258/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Council (30 September 2004)
Subject: Community-level recognition of professional diplomas and qualifications
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

P-2259/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Peter Shaw kidnap
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)
E-2260/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Council (30 September 2004)
Subject: Statements by Mr Gerrit Zalm concerning European cinema
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2261/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Pollution of Lake Koronia in Greece
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2262/04 (EN) by Phillip Whitehead (PSE) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Constitutional Treaty: provision for EU citizenship for nationals of a withdrawing state
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

E-2263/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (30 September 2004)
Subject: Human rights violations in Turkey (State interference in education)
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

P-2264/04 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Slovene language law
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2004)

P-2265/04 (IT) by Vittorio Agnoletto (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: High level of risk to workers and the general public at the Genoa oil terminal
Supplementary answer from the Commission (25 July 2005)

E-2266/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Community aid for Sudan
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2267/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: EU subsidies for ‘Ski Indoor Amnéville’
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2268/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Reorganisation of OLAF
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-2269/04 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Entry GC 070 of Regulation (EEC) No 259/93 on the supervision and control of shipments of waste within, into and out of the European Community
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2271/04 (FR) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Television broadcasting activities
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2273/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Installation of a waste-water purification system
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2274/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Unfair treatment of a Portuguese citizen
Joint answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-2275/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Discrimination against Portuguese nationals working in the North Sea
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

P-2276/04 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Pension schemes
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

P-2277/04 (EN) by Seán Ó Neachtain (UEN) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Romania and the completion of pending adoption cases
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

P-2278/04 (EN) by Edith Mastenbroek (PSE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Current proposal from the French, Irish, UK and Swedish Governments to the Council that mandatory data retention be introduced
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-2279/04 (DA) by Anne Jensen (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: German road tolls — introduction and supply of OBUs
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2280/04 (DE) by Horst Schnellhardt (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Legislative proposals by the current Commission (under the Prodi presidency)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-2281/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Pollution of Lake Koronia
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2282/04 (ES) by Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Diversion between the Xúquer and Vinalopó rivers
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2283/04 (ES) by Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Protection of La Albufera (Valencia, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2284/04 (ES) by Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Subsidies for ‘Pelota-Jeu de Balle’
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2285/04 (ES) by Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Regenerating Valencia’s beaches
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2286/04 (ES) by Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Ecological damage to the Serra Mariola (Valencian Autonomous Community)
Joint answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2287/04 (ES) by Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Ecological damage to the Serra Mariola (Valencian Autonomous Community)
Joint answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2288/04 (ES) by Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Ecological damage to the Serra Mariola (Valencian Autonomous Community)
Joint answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2289/04 (ES) by Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Ecological damage to the Serra Mariola (Valencian Autonomous Community)
Joint answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2290/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Turkish draft legislation punishing 'flirtation'
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2291/04 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: National aids to agriculture
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2292/04 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Mercosur/GATS — Mode 4
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2293/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Protection of EU citizens in non-European countries
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2294/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: EU financial support to the Palestinian National Authority
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

P-2295/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: State aid to IZAR shipyards
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

P-2296/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: Situation of shipyards in Spain
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2297/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Failure to install EU co-funded satellite rescue system in Greece
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)
E-2298/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Closure of minority schools in Albania
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2300/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Eurocontrol's proposals
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2301/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanses-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Fisheries — rising fuel prices
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2302/04 (NL) by Thijs Berman (PSE) and Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Fresh chicken
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2303/04 (PT) by Edite Estrela (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Recruitment of officials
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2304/04 (DE) by Willi Piecyk (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: European Commission decision on Directive 2001/18/EC on the deliberate release into the environment of genetically modified organisms
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2305/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Subsidy application by LSA for EU conference on 26/27 November 2004
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2306/04 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Community funding for EU-related publications
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2004)

E-2307/04 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Promoting the study of Spanish in Brazilian secondary schools
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2308/04 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: The Commission's relations with national academies of arts and sciences
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

E-2309/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: European flags
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2004)

E-2310/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: European art and artists exchange project
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)
E-2311/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Situation in Italian prisons
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2312/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Protection and safeguarding of contract staff at Italian consulates
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2313/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: European social mediation project
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2314/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Updating of mental health protection in the EU
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2315/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Project to set up outpatient clinics for the prevention and early diagnosis of cancer inside shopping centres accessible even on public holidays (www.aispo2000.it)
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2316/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Zimbabwe — harvests and food distribution
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2317/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Al Qaeda: evidence of contact — the fight against terrorism
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2319/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Fight against cybercrime in the EU
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2320/04 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Motor vehicle distribution — Block exemption legislation
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2321/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Cadmium
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2322/04 (SV) by Henrik Lax (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Water treatment in St Petersburg
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2323/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word ‘euro’ and consequent non-financial losses
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)
E-2324/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and consequent non-financial losses
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2325/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and equality of all the official languages of the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)

E-2326/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and equality of all the official languages of the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2327/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Use of the word 'euro' based on the old official languages of the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)

E-2328/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Use of the word 'euro' in the new official languages of the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2329/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Use of the word 'euro' and the need for a separate article in Council Regulation (EC) No 974/98 instead of a recital
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)

E-2330/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Use of the word 'euro' and need for a separate article in Council Regulation (EC) No 974/98 instead of a recital
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2331/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and subsidiarity
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)

E-2332/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and subsidiarity
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2333/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and limits of European cultural policy
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)

E-2334/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and limits of European cultural policy
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2335/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and the German language
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)
E-2336/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and the German language
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2337/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and schools
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)

E-2338/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and schools
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2339/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and language teachers
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)

E-2340/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and language teachers
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2341/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and the grammatical competence of several millions of European citizens
Joint answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)

E-2342/04 (EN) by Rolandas Pavilionis (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Linguistic reforms required by the use of the word 'euro' and the grammatical competence of several millions of European citizens
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2344/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Ban on Italian citizens entering Libya
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-2345/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Ban on Italian citizens entering Libya
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2346/04 (IT) by Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Amendment of the Community Customs Code
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

E-2347/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Campaign against library lending charges
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2004)

E-2348/04 (IT) by Adriana Poli Bortone (UEN) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Murder of Daniele Caraffa, an Erasmus student
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)
E-2349/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: British Government plans to prohibit civil servants from belonging to the BNP
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2350/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Exhibition in circus tent on the Schumanplein in Brussels
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2351/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Possible linkage of referendums on the European Constitution to the accession of Turkey
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2353/04 (DE) by Joachim Wuermeling (PPE-DE) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Visa for the European Union
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-2354/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Ill-treatment of greyhounds
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2358/04 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Relocation of companies outside the EU
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2359/04 (EL) by Panagiotis Beglitis (PSE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Humanitarian aid for the inhabitants of Grenada and Haiti following natural disasters
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2360/04 (EN) by Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Cheque clearance in UK banks
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2361/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Procurement of police equipment
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2362/04 (ES) by Agustín Díaz De Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: Counterfeit euro notes
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2363/04 (ES) by Agustín Díaz De Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Counterfeit euro notes
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2364/04 (IT) by Cristina Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Somatostatin: from prescription drug to hospital drug
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)
E-2367/04 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Directive 2002/24/EC
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2368/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Recognition of diplomas awarded by Free Study Centres in Greece
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2369/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Workers' pay in Greece, inflation and budget deficit
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2370/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Recovery of irregular payments
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2371/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Harmonising statistics-gathering in the EU
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2004)

E-2372/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: Revelations on Greek budget deficits
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-2373/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: Netherlands Presidency of the EU and common readmission agreements
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2374/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: Lack of a drugs clause in the association agreement between the EU and Morocco
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2375/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: Repercussions of possible negative outcome of referendum on the European Constitution in certain Member States
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2376/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Financial support for political parties opposed to the European Constitution
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2377/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Procedure for setting the amount of glazing water in the fish sector
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2378/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Wage discrimination against women workers at Rohde factory
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2379/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Calculation of the number of collective redundancies
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2380/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: EFA, Gibraltar
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2381/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Media freedom in Hong Kong
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2382/04 (IT) by Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Construction of a power station at Valle del Biferno
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2383/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: EU-Africa summit
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-2384/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: EU-Africa summit
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2385/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Turkish Penal Code — freedom of expression
Joint answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2386/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Reform of the UN Security Council
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2387/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Platform of European Social NGOs
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2388/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Falsification of Greek accounts — Stability and Growth Pact (SGP)
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2004)

E-2389/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE/ADLE) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: Common salary for MEPs
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2390/04 (EN) by Raül Romeva Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: Continuation of EU arms embargo on China
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)
E-2391/04 (EN) by Ulrich Stockmann (PSE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Financing of reinforced security measures at Community airports
Joint answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2393/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: Romania’s compliance with international commitments on adoption
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-2394/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Access to the register of bus and truck drivers in Greece
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2395/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Freedom of movement for clergy in FYROM
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2396/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Zimbabwe
Answer from the Commission (18 February 2005)

E-2397/04 (FR) by Janelly Fournou (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Possible abolition of supplies of food from European Community surpluses
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2398/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Restriction of freedom of expression in Turkey
Joint answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2399/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE/ADLE) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: EFA and Gibraltar
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-2400/04 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Foreign currency in the Eurozone
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2004)

E-2401/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Aid to mitigate the effects of forest fires
Joint answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2402/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: European Conference on involving citizens in the fight against forest fires
Joint answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2403/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Aid to mitigate the effects of forest fires
Joint answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)
E-2405/04 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Airport and flight security
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2407/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Accession negotiations with Croatia
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2408/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Road safety and Community legislation
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2409/04 (EN) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) and Hélène Flautre (Verts/ALE) to the Council (11 October 2004)
Subject: Disappearance of 14 Bulgarian seamen of the crew of the motor vessel Hera
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2410/04 (EN) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) and Hélène Flautre (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Disappearance of 14 Bulgarian seamen of the crew of the motor vessel Hera
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2411/04 (EN) by Roger Helmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Rail Tickets — Discrimination on basis of residence
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2412/04 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Tenzin Deleg Rinpoche
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2413/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Detention of Buddhists in Vietnam
Answer from the Commission (10 January 2005)

E-2415/04 (HU) by Péter Olajos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: European Union aid to clean up pollution in Europe
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2416/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Safeguarding linguistic minorities
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2417/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Lack of reference to Turkey's candidacy for accession in Eurobarometer opinion polls
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2418/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Refinement of legislation in response to the Vergy judgment
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2419/04 (PT) by Carlos Coelho (PPE-DE) to the Council (11 October 2004)
Subject: Recognition of foreign students' diplomas
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2420/04 (PT) by Carlos Coelho (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Recognition of foreign students' diplomas
Joint answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-2422/04 (DE) by Angelika Niebler (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Greece — entry charge for yachts
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2423/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Restrictions on duty- and tax-paid tobacco product imports into the UK from eight new EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2424/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Forest fires in Andalucia
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2425/04 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Paul Finet Foundation
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2426/04 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Eurostat
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2427/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Nature conservation and protection of the countryside and environment in construction of the A74 motorway between Germany and Venlo in the Netherlands
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2434/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Recognition of Taiwan
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-2435/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Situation in Chechnya
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-2436/04 (DE) by Ruth Hieronymi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Scope of European Commission proposal for a Directive on services in the internal market (COM (2004)2 final)
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2437/04 (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Interoperability of electronic road toll systems
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)
E-2438/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Unemployment in Greece
Supplementary answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-2439/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafersis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: ‘Antenna park’ in Attica and threat to the environment and public health
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2440/04 (EN) by Zsolt Becsey (PPE-DE) to the Council (12 October 2004)
Subject: Anti-Hungarian atrocities in Voivodina
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2441/04 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Taxing of emission trading allowances
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2442/04 (IT) by Marco Pannella (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Fumigation in Colombia
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2443/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Weakening of European code of conduct on arms exports through cooperation with companies in non-Member States and through scope for differences in interpretation
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2444/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Dumping of free flight tickets in Germany by low-cost airline Ryanair thanks to reduced charges for the use of airports financed with public money
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2447/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: Transposition of Directive 1999/70/EC into Greek legislation
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2448/04 (EL) by Ioannis Varvitsiotis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: New Turkish penal code
Joint answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2449/04 (ES) by Agustín Díaz De Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (13 October 2004)
Subject: Europol Information System
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2450/04 (ES) by Teresa Riera Madurell (PSE) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: Adoption of Romanian children
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2451/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: Grants for coastal tourism
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)
E-2452/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: Fight against illegal immigration in EU countries
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2453/04 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: The Saiga antelope population in Central Asia, Russia and Mongolia
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2454/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: Avian flu — infection by human transmission
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2455/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: Textile and clothing industry — safeguard clauses and Chinese exports
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2456/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: 11 March — European Day in memory of the victims of terrorism
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

E-2457/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (13 October 2004)
Subject: 11 March — European Day in memory of the victims of terrorism
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-2459/04 (HU) by Péter Olajos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: Increasing the proportion of electricity generated from renewable energy sources in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2460/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: Enlargement of the military base in the Natura 2000 site of La Maddalena, Sardinia — follow-up to Written Question E-3157/03
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-2461/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (13 October 2004)
Subject: Relocation of businesses and the repercussions on employment
Answer from the Commission (3 January 2005)

E-2462/04 (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (PSE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Methylidibromo glutaronitrile in soap
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2463/04 (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (PSE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Nitrogen-sensitive Natura 2000 areas
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2464/04 (IT) by Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: The Turin-Lyon railway line
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)
E-2465/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Quality of exhaust gases when using animal waste as a source of biodiesel
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2466/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Turkey, Islamic Conference and Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2469/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 2000/43/EC
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2004)

E-2470/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Appointment of Director of ECDC
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2471/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Racist policy against non-Muslim inhabitants of Imbros, Tenedos and Istanbul
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2472/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Crime on the Athens Stock Exchange
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2473/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Illegal immigrants in the EU
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2474/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Inadequate veterinary checks in Greece
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2475/04 (EN) by Sir Robert Atkins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Aviation security
Joint answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2476/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Ultra Light Flying Boats
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2477/04 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Adoptions in Romania
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2479/04 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Increase in US import duties on goods from EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)
E-2480/04 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Premiership media rights
Joint answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2481/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Project to set up a training centre for European underwater tourist guides
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2482/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Level of TACIS and MEDA funding
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2483/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Medically assisted procreation
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2484/04 (NL) by Dirk Sterckx (ALDE/ADLE) to the Council (14 October 2004)
Subject: Uninsurability of certain risks as a consequence of 11 September
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2487/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Transposition of Directive 1999/70/EC
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2488/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Transposition of Directive 1999/70/EC
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2489/04 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Mining waste
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2490/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Cambodia — International Court — Khmers Rouges
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2491/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Angola — mine clearance
Answer from the Commission (18 February 2005)

E-2492/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Cuba — blackmailing Spain and the EU
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2493/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (14 October 2004)
Subject: Cuba — blackmailing Spain and the EU
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)
E-2495/04 (EN) by Joseph Muscat (PSE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Isotonic (energy) drinks in Malta
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

E-2496/04 (PT) by Jamila Madeira (PSE), Paulo Casaca (PSE), Ana Gomes (PSE), Edite Estrela (PSE), Fausto Correia (PSE), Emanuel Fernandes (PSE), Luis Capoulas Santos (PSE) and Elisa Ferreira (PSE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Inequality in the way European students are treated in Spain
Joint answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

E-2497/04 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE/ADLE) to the Council (18 October 2004)
Subject: Kurdistan People's Congress (KONGRA-GEL)
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2498/04 (EN) by Joseph Muscat (PSE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: European City Guide SL
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2499/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: In favour of a free Lebanon
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2500/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Equivalence of educational qualifications
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2004)

E-2501/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Turkey's accession application
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2502/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Creation of large European banking groups
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2504/04 (IT) by Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) and Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Disparities in ADSL pricing for European citizens
Answer from the Commission (3 January 2005)

E-2505/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Adulteration of butter in the EU
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-2506/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Adulteration of dairy products in Germany
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-2507/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Community support for the Petrogal refinery in Portugal
Supplementary answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)
E-2508/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Relocation of the Vichay factory (Portugal)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-2510/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (18 October 2004)
Subject: Threats of war from a candidate country
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

E-2511/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Threats of war from a candidate country
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2512/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Debts of British Energy PLC
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2513/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Nuclear power and fair competition
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2514/04 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE-DE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Workplace HIV/AIDS protection
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2515/04 (ES) by Rosa Miguélez Ramos (PSE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Examination of joint venture projects
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2516/04 (ES) by Rosa Miguélez Ramos (PSE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Delays in the examination of joint venture projects
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2517/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Problems concerning roadworthiness testing for private motor vehicles bought second-hand
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2518/04 (IT) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE-DE) to the Council (18 October 2004)
Subject: Inter-regional movement of citizens following revocation of the inter-regional embargo on Libya. Rights of Italian citizens repatriated from Libya in 1970
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2520/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Import of boats
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2522/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Court fees
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)
E-2523/04 (FR) by Carl Lang (NI) to the Council (18 October 2004)
Subject: Prevention of distortions of competition in the internal market
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-2524/04 (FR) by Carl Lang (NI) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Prevention of distortions of competition in the internal market
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2525/04 (EN) by Simon Coveney (PPE-DE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Driving licences and ageism
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2526/04 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Appraisal and authorisation of State aid under Article 10 of Regulation (EC) No 1407/2002 — incompatibility of the Walsum colliery (Germany) with the conditions, criteria and objectives of the regulation
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2527/04 (DE) by Willi Piecyk (PSE) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Equipping motorcycles with hazard warning lights
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2528/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Disability policy in the EU
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2529/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Child obesity
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2530/04 (EN) by Phillip Whitehead (PSE) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Trade in cat and dog fur
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2531/04 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) and Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Seabirds and fishing
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2533/04 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE) to the Commission (20 October 2004)
Subject: Culture 2000 Programme (2007-2013)
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2534/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (20 October 2004)
Subject: Financing for the creation of corporate training courses
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2535/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (20 October 2004)
Subject: European regulations on local markets
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2536/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (20 October 2004)
Subject: Transfer to the Azores of the additional tax to be paid on the continent
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-2537/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 October 2004)
Subject: Community acquis and democratic referendum in Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2538/04 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 October 2004)
Subject: Tourism Training
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2539/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (20 October 2004)
Subject: Rights of minorities in Croatia
Answer from the Commission (3 January 2005)

E-2540/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Baggage handling at airports
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2004)

E-2541/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Raising the standards of safety with regard to imported products
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2542/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Zimbabwe
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2543/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Biofuels Directive
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2544/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Accession of Romania
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2545/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Salmon conservation
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2546/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Co-existence of GM and non-GM crops
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2547/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Use of methyl bromide in flour milling
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)
E-2548/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Assistance for Northern Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2549/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Cypriot representation in the European Parliament
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2550/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: BSE and the use of organophosphates in animal husbandry
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2551/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: People’s Mojahedin Organisation of Iran (PMOI)
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2552/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Protection of great apes
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-2553/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Council (21 October 2004)
Subject: Direct flights to Northern Cyprus
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2554/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Direct flights to Northern Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2555/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Council (21 October 2004)
Subject: Standards and values of EU Member States
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2556/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Standards and values of EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2004)

E-2557/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: European Commission law-breaking
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2558/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA)
Joint answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2559/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Loggerhead sea turtles — Greece
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)
E-2560/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Legislation on garden chemicals
Answer from the Commission (6 January 2005)

E-2563/04 (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Withdrawal of the fisheries aid granted to the outermost regions
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2564/04 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Complaint filed by the San Andrés de los Tacones Neighbourhood Association (registry No 2004/4677, SG (2004) A/7822)
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-2565/04 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Automobile industry and spare parts
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2566/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: The possibility of funding a research centre on marine biodiversity
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2567/04 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Exceeding of milk quota in Italy
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2568/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: ‘For Diversity. Against Discrimination.’ Journalist Award — extension of deadline
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2569/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Endemol TV broadcast on European summit
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2572/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Exchange commission
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2573/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) and Joost Lagendijk (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Rules on driving and rest times for courier services
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2574/04 (PT) by Ana Gomes (PSE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Availability of emergency aid to tackle the damage caused by the wave of forest fires in Portugal in 2003
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2575/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Council (21 October 2004)
Subject: Situation in Chechnya
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)
E-2576/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Transfer of European civil service tasks to private firms
Supplementary answer from the Commission (20 April 2005)

E-2577/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Labelling of beef
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2004)

E-2578/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Fuel prices in Greece
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2579/04 (IT) by Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) and Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Illegal disposal of radioactive materials and protecting the safety of EU citizens
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2580/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Investigation into support for ABX Logistics
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2581/04 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Toll-charging system on motorways and trunk roads in the EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-2582/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Execution of arrest warrant for Kenan Akin, the murderer of the Cypriot Solomos Solomou
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2583/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Air navigation charges
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2584/04 (EN) by Edward McMillan-Scott (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: European Democracy Initiative (EIDHR) Implementation
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2585/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Uganda
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2586/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Council (21 October 2004)
Subject: Haiti
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2587/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (22 October 2004)
Subject: Bank charges — freedom to provide services — methods of payment
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2588/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 October 2004)
Subject: Construction of a large fuel dock in Civitavecchia (Rome)
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2589/04 (IT) by Giulietto Chiesa (ALDE), Michele Santoro (PSE) and Lilli Gruber (PSE) to the Council (22 October 2004)
Subject: Seizure of Indymedia’s European sites
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2590/04 (IT) by Giulietto Chiesa (ALDE), Michele Santoro (PSE) and Lilli Gruber (PSE) to the Commission (22 October 2004)
Subject: Seizure of Indymedia’s European sites
Joint answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2591/04 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (22 October 2004)
Subject: The herbicide Paraquat
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2592/04 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (22 October 2004)
Subject: Cost of the European Medicines Agency (EMEA)
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2593/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 October 2004)
Subject: Environmental threats to the Cambrones river (Segovia province, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2594/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Adoption cases held in abeyance by the Romanian Government
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-2595/04 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Subsidies to student organisations
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2596/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Gibraltar
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

E-2597/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: EU subsidies to Naveco
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2004)

E-2598/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: International Telecommunication Union
Answer from the Commission (24 January 2005)

E-2599/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Council (25 October 2004)
Subject: International Telecommunications Union
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)
E-2600/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Application of EU employment legislation in Poland
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2601/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Council (25 October 2004)
Subject: Regulation of sales promotions
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2602/04 (IT) by Emma Bonino (ALDE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Coca eradication in Bolivia
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2603/04 (HU) by Péter Olajos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Informing the public about the programme to halt the decline in biodiversity
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2604/04 (HU) by Péter Olajos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Osteoporosis prevention programmes
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2605/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Internet cheques for Belgacom users
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-2606/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Reduced effectiveness of inspections of undertakings because of advance warning of visits by inspectors checking compliance with EU rules
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2608/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Rehabilitation of areas devastated by forest fires in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2611/04 (EN) by John Purvis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Rapid development of wind farms in Scotland
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-2612/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Intra-Community checks — conditions governing temporary employment agencies — social dumping
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2613/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Violation of freedom of the press in the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2614/04 (IT) by Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) and Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: On-the-job fatalities
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
E-2615/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Council
(25 October 2004)
Subject: Common position on Cuba
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-2616/04 (IT) by Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) and Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission
(25 October 2004)
Subject: Deportations by the Italian Government
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2617/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: International conference on terrorism
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2618/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Child poverty — Unicef report: ‘Innocenti Social Monitor 2004’
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

P-2619/04 (EN) by Frithjof Schmidt (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Meeting between the Commission and the European Executive Directors of the World Bank
Answer from the Commission (3 January 2005)

E-2621/04 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: International trade — textiles
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

P-2622/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Failure to comply with Community legislation: the tip at la Matona (Langreo, Asturias)
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2623/04 (DE) by Jörg Leichtfried (PSE) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Efforts being made by the Federal Austrian Government to secure TEN funding for the upgrading
of railway infrastructure on priority routes
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

P-2624/04 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Proposal for a Commission regulation on rural development
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2625/04 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Quota for canned tuna exports to the EU
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2004)

E-2626/04 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Council (25 October 2004)
Subject: Quota for canned tuna exports to the EU
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2627/04 (DE) by Horst Schnellhardt (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Effects of EU consumer protection and food safety policy on the institutional and administrative
adjustments in Poland
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)
E-2628/04 (EN) by Caroline Jackson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the Birds Directive in Malta
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2004)

E-2629/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Brittany Ferries
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2630/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Detention of Mennonite church leader in Vietnam
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2631/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafiras (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Press reports concerning the new Athens airport
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2632/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafiras (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Conduct of Turkey towards the EU
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2633/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafiras (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Subsidy of EUR 250 million from the Cohesion Fund for Athens International Airport company
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2634/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE), Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE), Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE), Nikolaos Sifunakis (PSE) and Jorgo Chatzimarkakis (ALDE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Seat of the European Agency for Network and Information Security
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2635/04 (FR) by Marie-Arlette Carlotti (PSE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Development funding: EU proposals on international taxes
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2636/04 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Health — palliative care
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2637/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Transitional allowance for former Members of the Commission
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2638/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Human rights in Turkey
Joint answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2639/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: European funding of the Palestinian Authority
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)
E-2640/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (26 October 2004)
Subject: List of safe countries
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2641/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (26 October 2004)
Subject: European funding of Palestinian school books
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2642/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (26 October 2004)
Subject: Turkey and participatory democracy in the European Union
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-2643/04 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Compulsory occupational pension system in Finland
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

P-2644/04 (NL) by Mia De Vits (PSE) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: Yoghurt decree and consumer interests
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-2645/04 (DE) by Elisabeth Schroedter (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Banning of the Equality Parade in Warsaw
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-2646/04 (EN) by Jan Mulder (ALDE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Disruption of trade in bovine animals due to IBR
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2647/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Council (26 October 2004)
Subject: Introduction of a cultural impact report or cultural paragraph into European legislation
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2648/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Introduction of a cultural impact report or cultural paragraph into European legislation
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2649/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Council political agreement in respect of the Directive on the patentability of computer-implemented inventions
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

P-2650/04 (FR) by Marie Isler Béguin (Verts/ALE) to the Council (19 October 2004)
Subject: Georgia as a candidate for EU membership
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

P-2651/04 (EN) by Mairead McGuinness (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 October 2004)
Subject: New regulation to provide for a 14-day period of notification to farmers
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)
E-2652/04 (EN) by Mairead McGuinness (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Recycling of tyres
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2653/04 (ES) by Teresa Riera Madurell (PSE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Trafficking in human beings
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2654/04 (EN) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Nepal
Answer from the Commission (3 January 2005)

E-2655/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: State aids for municipal housing
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2656/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Relocation threat by the Alcoa company
Supplementary answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2657/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Threatened closure of Merloni plant (Portugal)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

P-2658/04 (DE) by Cem Özdemir (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Forest fires in the Tunceli region of Turkey
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

P-2659/04 (NL) by Anne Van Lancker (PSE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Practical follow-up to UN Resolution 1325
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2004)

E-2660/04 (CS) by Jiří Mašíček (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Adjustments to the rules in force at the border between the Czech and Slovak Republics
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2661/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Madagascar
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2662/04 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Smoking on passenger ferries
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2663/04 (FR) by Bernard Poignant (PSE) to the Commission (26 October 2004)
Subject: Social dumping
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)
E-2664/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 October 2004)
Subject: Revision of the Framework Directive on Waste
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2665/04 (NL) by Jan Mulder (ALDE) to the Commission (27 October 2004)
Subject: Publication of data on intensive livestock farms
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2666/04 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Mari (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (27 October 2004)
Subject: Food safety and imports of fishery products
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2667/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Exemption of workers from the application of Directive 1999/70/EC
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2668/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Killings of Cypriot citizens in Cyprus and Europol and SIS information about the perpetrators
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2669/04 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Sub-Saharan oil-producing countries
Answer from the Commission (3 January 2005)

E-2670/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Energy markets
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2671/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: The origins of leather seats in EU manufactured cars
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2004)

E-2672/04 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Impact of Chinese dumping prices in the clothing and textiles sector on the world trade in these goods
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

P-2673/04 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: Housing situation in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

E-2674/04 (ES) by Carmen Fraga Estévez (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: NAFO allocation criteria
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2675/04 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Housing legislation in Bulgaria
Joint answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)
E-2676/04 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Housing measures in Bulgaria
Joint answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

P-2678/04 (EN) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 October 2004)
Subject: How does the Commission administer its relationship with the Bretton Woods Institutions in practice?
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2679/04 (ES) by María Salinas García (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Fisheries agreements with Morocco
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2680/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: New European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2681/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Situation of Spanish shipyards
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2682/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: New European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2683/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: New European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2684/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: New European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2685/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: New European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2004)

E-2686/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: New European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2687/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: New European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2688/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: New European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)
E-2689/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: New European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2690/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: European policy on shipbuilding
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2691/04 (EN) by Gary Titley (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Flame retardants used in plastic, foam and textiles — Directive 2003/11/EC
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2692/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2693/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Social dumping — call centre employees
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2694/04 (FR) by Marie-Noëlle Lienemann (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Situation of the textile industry
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

E-2695/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Relocations and European public funds
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2696/04 (IT) by Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Italian cross-border workers in the Principality of Monaco
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2697/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Low funding rate for African development projects
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2698/04 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Council (29 October 2004)
Subject: Introduction of the Spahn tax — an alternative to the Tobin tax
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2699/04 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Introduction of the Spahn tax — an alternative to the Tobin tax
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2700/04 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: European LIFE programme
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)
E-2701/04 (PT) by José Silva Peneda (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: The textile industry in the EU market
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2703/04 (ES) by Rosa Miguélez Ramos (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Use of ERDF 3.6 programme funds in Galicia
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2704/04 (DE) by Willi Piecyk (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2705/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Harmful effects of smoking
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-2706/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Alcoholism
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2707/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Child obesity
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2708/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Use of biofuels
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-2709/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Renewable energy sources
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-2710/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Greek national land registry
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2711/04 (EN) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: National allocation plans
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2712/04 (EN) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Electricity price monitoring
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2713/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Recycling of waste
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)
E-2714/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Eurostat
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2715/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Nuclear energy
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2716/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Top personal marginal tax rates
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2717/04 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Human rights abuse by police in Cyprus
Supplementary answer from the Commission (14 September 2005)

E-2718/04 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Funding of Galileo
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

P-2719/04 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (22 October 2004)
Subject: Spanish eggs
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2720/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafaris (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Staffing of EU decentralised agencies
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-2721/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Consultation with the social partners on the application of Directive 1999/70/EC
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2722/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Depleted uranium
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2723/04 (EN) by Philip Bradbourn (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Future of airline interlining
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

P-2724/04 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (25 October 2004)
Subject: Revision of trade agreements and EU tariffs with regard to the banana trade in the Caribbean
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2725/04 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Restrictions on the free movement of persons and goods at the Czech-Austrian border
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)
E-2726/04 (EL) by Panagiotis Beglitis (PSE) and Katerina Batzeli (PSE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: WTO on sugar and the EU’s common organisation of the market in sugar
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2727/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Funds for Italy-Tunisia university cooperation
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-2728/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Funds for a project for the collection and disposal of and recovery of energy from solid urban waste
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2729/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Financing of cultural organisations
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2730/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Legal recognition of new professions
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2731/04 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Four-wheel-drive vehicles and SUVs
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2732/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 November 2004)
Subject: Guinea-Bissau — Rebellion — Aid
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2733/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Guinea-Bissau — Rebellion — Aid
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2734/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Nigeria — woman condemned to death
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2735/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Mozambique — Food security
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2736/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Iusimpresa.com project
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

P-2737/04 (DE) by Christa Prets (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Further action on derogation from Regulation (EC) No 2037/2000, Article 5(1)(d)(v)
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
P-2738/04 (DE) by Helmuth Markov (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Customs duties on goods from the Turkish part of Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2739/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Episode of discrimination against a disabled person
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2740/04 (NL) by Corien Wortmann-Kool (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Directive 1999/30/EC on air quality
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2741/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Rules governing holiday pay
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2742/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Suicide internet sites
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2743/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Specialist multi-disciplinary care for older people
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2744/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: The regulation of tooth-bleaching products for dentists
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2745/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Europe — growth — danger of stagnation
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2746/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 November 2004)
Subject: Episodes of discrimination against disabled persons
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-2747/04 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Pharmaceutical companies’ ‘quotas’ of medicines
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2748/04 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Compensation to Swedish authors
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2749/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: High-quality barley imports under code NC 1003 00
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)
E-2750/04 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Situation in terms of the rule of law and human rights in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2004)

E-2751/04 (EN) by Gary Titley (PSE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** ‘No frills’ airlines
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2752/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Eritrea
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-2753/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Lesotho
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-2754/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Action taken against officials involved in losses through corruption and fraud
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-2755/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Action taken against ‘whistleblowers’
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2756/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Amounts lost through corruption and fraud
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2757/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Fish catches in British maritime waters
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2758/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per head in the EU
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2759/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Inward investment
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2760/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Value Added Tax
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2761/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
**Subject:** Europol
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)
E-2762/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Findings by the European Court of Justice against each Member State (including the United Kingdom)
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2763/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Actions by the European Commission in the European Court of Justice
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2764/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Future of the ‘British rebate’
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2765/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Amount of the ‘British rebate’
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2766/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Payments by the United Kingdom to the European Commission
Joint answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2767/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Payments by the other Member States to the European Commission
Joint answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2768/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Rates of growth in the EU
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2769/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Unemployment
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2770/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) and Luigi Cocilovo (ALDE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Creation of a second European School in Luxembourg, on the Mamer site
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2771/04 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Council (4 November 2004)
Subject: Sanctions against Burma
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-2772/04 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Cost of renovating the Berlaymont
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

P-2773/04 (IT) by Lorenzo Cesa (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Membership and operation of the OLAF Supervisory Committee
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)
E-2774/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: ‘All-inclusive’ package holidays
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2775/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: 3rd CSF and operational programmes for Greece
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-2776/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Landfill of waste
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2777/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Romania
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2778/04 (EN) by Mairead McGuinness (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Review of Disadvantaged Areas criteria
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2779/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Road tolls in the Algarve
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-2780/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Funding for a professional music teaching project
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

P-2781/04 (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Banana aid regime
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2782/04 (ES) by Joan Calabuig Rull (PSE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Measures for the footwear sector
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2783/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Statements by Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-2784/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (5 November 2004)
Subject: Funds for rebuilding a farmhouse to serve as a recovery and rehabilitation centre for sufferers of anorexia and bulimia
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2785/04 (NL) by Frederika Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 November 2004)
Subject: European definition of veal
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)
E-2786/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (5 November 2004)
Subject: Human rights in Turkey
Joint answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2787/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 November 2004)
Subject: African Union — centre for fighting terrorism
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2788/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 November 2004)
Subject: Tripoli summit on Darfur
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

P-2789/04 (NL) by Sophia In't Veld (ALDE) to the Commission (29 October 2004)
Subject: Non-discrimination and same-sex marriages
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

P-2790/04 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 1999/70/EC
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2791/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (8 November 2004)
Subject: Creation of an EU AIDS Ambassador
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2792/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (8 November 2004)
Subject: Failure to apply Directive 2003/9/EC in Ireland
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2793/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (8 November 2004)
Subject: Nurses and doctor condemned to death in Libya
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

E-2794/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Nurses and doctor condemned to death in Libya
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2795/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (8 November 2004)
Subject: Transport: public service contracts
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2796/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Transport: public service contracts
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2797/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Liberia
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)
E-2798/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: CIE subsidy
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2004)

E-2799/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Applications under Article 6 of the ESF
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2800/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Link between 'diacetyl' flavouring used in popcorn, and lung disease
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2801/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Tax exemptions for stud farms in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2802/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Rights of air travellers with reduced mobility
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2803/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Temporary Agency Workers Directive
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2804/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Marco Polo Programme
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2805/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2806/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Murder of women in Ciudad Juarez and Chihuahua in Mexico
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2807/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Driving theory tests
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2808/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Treatment of the mentally disabled in psychiatric institutions in the Czech Republic
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-2809/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Study of the treatment of the mentally disabled in psychiatric institutions
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)
E-2810/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Compliance with the Package Holidays and Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Directives in all the Member States
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2811/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Possible breach of the EU embargo on the supply of arms to Sudan
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2812/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Flight times and duty limitations proposal — COM(2002)30 final
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2813/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Social Europe and social policy
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2814/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Secularity
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-2815/04 (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: European Agricultural Fund for Regional Development
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-2816/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatsaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (8 November 2004)
Subject: Designs on the new 1 and 2 euro banknotes
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2817/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatsaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Designs on the new 1 and 2 euro banknotes
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2818/04 (EN) by Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Working standards and pay in the old and the new Member States
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2819/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Council (8 November 2004)
Subject: The euro and Europe
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-2820/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Council (8 November 2004)
Subject: Trafficked women abused and reduced to slavery
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-2821/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Trafficked women abused and reduced to slavery
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)
E-2822/04 (IT) by Giovanni Fava (PSE) and Luigi Cocilovo (ALDE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Hotel building on islands in the Aeolian Sea
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2823/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Growing market share of sport utility vehicles (SUVs), and Commission initiatives to raise the environmental and safety standards of vehicles sold in the internal market
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2824/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Polluted sediment in lake and riverbeds in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2825/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Angola — terrorist networks
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

P-2826/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Commission salaries
Answer from the Commission (24 January 2005)

E-2827/04 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 November 2004)
Subject: Schemes to clean up river basins in Aragon
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2828/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Council (8 November 2004)
Subject: Commission salaries
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2829/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Council (8 November 2004)
Subject: UK derogation from Directive 2000/78/EC
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

P-2830/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Conservation of the monument of Hagia Sofia as part of the ‘Culture 2000’ (2000-2006) Programme
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

P-2831/04 (EN) by Ian Hudghton (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: The evacuation of Diego Garcia enforced by the UK Government
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2832/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Council (9 November 2004)
Subject: Software patents
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

E-2833/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: European policy for the prevention of forest fires
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)
E-2834/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the Cohesion Fund in the least-developed regions of the Member States
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2004)

E-2835/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Outflow of graduates and professionals from Objective 1 areas
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2836/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: The need to link EU employment policy with regional development
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2837/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Structural Funds — financial resources per inhabitant for the 2007-2013 programming period
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2838/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Attaining the Lisbon objectives with regard to women in employment
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2839/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Compensation for those affected by the Prestige disaster
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2840/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Productivity gains in the Cohesion countries
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2841/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Failure by the Member States to comply with the legislation on harbours of refuge
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2842/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Council (9 November 2004)
Subject: Galicia's high-speed rail link with Portugal and with the rest of the European Union
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2843/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Payment of USD 1.5 million to a Member of the Commission
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-2844/04 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Council (9 November 2004)
Subject: Cultural and natural world heritage
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

P-2845/04 (FR) by Bruno Gollnisch (NI) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: 1 000 debates on Europe
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)
E-2846/04 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Equal treatment for energy supplies to river transport
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2847/04 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Increased service supply on Community beaches
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2848/04 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Legal vacuum as regards wooden buildings regulations
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2850/04 (FR) by Bruno Gollnisch (NI) to the Council (9 November 2004)
Subject: ‘Communicating Europe’
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-2851/04 (IT) by Adriana Poli Bortone (UEN) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: NGOs financed by the European Commission
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

P-2852/04 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Council (4 November 2004)
Subject: Pension fund for Members of the European Parliament
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

P-2853/04 (EN) by Kinga Gál (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Anti-democratic procedures in the Romanian electoral campaign
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

P-2854/04 (NL) by Toine Manders (ALDE) to the Commission (4 November 2004)
Subject: Costs of withdrawal of proposal for a new Commission
Answer from the Commission (18 February 2005)

E-2855/04 (EN) by Gary Titley (PSE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Availability of liquefied petroleum gas as an automotive fuel
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2856/04 (EN) by Roger Helmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Breaches of European Charter of Fundamental Rights conventions
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2857/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: Burma
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2858/04 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: Reception of Dutch television stations in Germany
Answer from the Commission (6 January 2005)
E-2859/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: Budget deficit and equitable fiscal arrangements
Answer from the Commission (24 January 2005)

E-2860/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: Method of calculation for the glazing of frozen fish
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2861/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) and Sérgio Ribeiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: Road building financed from Community funds
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-2862/04 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: EU competition disputes
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-2863/04 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Firefighters and the Working Time Directive
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2864/04 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Free movement of capital
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2865/04 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Proposal for a new customs code
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2866/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Is the UCK funding John Kerry?
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2867/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Isolation of non-Serbian residents of Kosovo from the rest of Europe due to UNMIK passports and the severing of rail links
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2868/04 (PT) by Luís Queiró (PPE-DE) to the Council (12 November 2004)
Subject: Military occupation of Lebanon
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-2869/04 (PT) by Luís Queiró (PPE-DE) to the Council (12 November 2004)
Subject: Ballistic missile tests in Iran
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-2870/04 (PT) by Luís Queiró (PPE-DE) to the Council (12 November 2004)
Subject: Relations between the Cohesion Fund and the Stability Pact
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)
E-2871/04 (PT) by Luís Queiró (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Relations between the Cohesion Fund and the Stability Pact
Answer from the Commission (6 January 2005)

E-2872/04 (PT) by Luís Queiró (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Italian Government’s support for Alitalia
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2873/04 (PT) by Luís Queiró (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: EU-Mercosur
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2874/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (12 November 2004)
Subject: Overseas aid
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

E-2875/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Working conditions of teachers
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2876/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Information on shipments of nuclear material
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2877/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Treatment of unmarried couples in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2878/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Romanian psychiatric hospitals
Joint answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2879/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Romanian state orphanage system
Joint answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2880/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Accessibility of rural areas
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2881/04 (ES) by Joan Calabuig Rull (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Seat of the central administrator of the independent registry for greenhouse gas emission allowance trading within the Community
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2882/04 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Distortions of competition caused by aid for the synthetic fibre industry
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)
E-2883/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Illegal pharmaceutical active substances
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

P-2884/04 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: The bilateral agreement between the Republic of Ireland and the United States of America concerning Shannon airport
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

P-2885/04 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Support for former Objective 1 status regions
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2886/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Degree of fulfilment of the EU strategy for sustainable development
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2888/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Speech and language therapy and the recognition of professional qualifications
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2889/04 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Single Farm Payments Scheme — payment increases
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2890/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: The threshold for British teachers in the European schools
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

P-2891/04 (IT) by Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 November 2004)
Subject: Common Agricultural Policy and agricultural micro-enterprises
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

E-2892/04 (DE) by Herbert Reul (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Discrimination with regard to park entry in Orosei, Sardinia
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-2893/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Funding for the SIL company in respect of a tourism project subject to infringement proceedings (Is Arenas — Sardinia)
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-2894/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Funding for the organisation of a film festival
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-2895/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Funds for a training scheme designed to promote tourism in Rieti province
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)
E-2896/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

P-2897/04 (IT) by Giovanni Fava (PSE) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: Bellini Gardens
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

P-2898/04 (EN) by Linda McAvan (PSE) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: Review of Directive 91/321/EEC on infant formulae
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2899/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Delays affecting the take-up of funding from the third Community support framework
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-2900/04 (EN) by Stephen Hughes (PSE) to the Council (17 November 2004)
Subject: MEK (Iranian Resistance Group)
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

E-2901/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: ‘Made in Europe’ label
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

P-2902/04 (EL) by Georgios Toussas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: Environmental damage caused by the loading and unloading of aggregates in the port of Nafplio
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

P-2903/04 (EL) by Evangelia Tzampazi (PSE) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: Ecological disaster affecting Lake Koronia in the Langada area (Thessaloniki)
Answer from the Commission (13 December 2004)

E-2904/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Ban on the export of horses from the EU to India
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-2905/04 (EN) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 November 2004)
Subject: Clarity with regard to staff cases and evaluation procedures
Answer from the Commission (11 February 2005)

P-2906/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 November 2004)
Subject: The southern Aegean islands
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2907/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 November 2004)
Subject: Tax amnesty
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)
E-2908/04 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (18 November 2004)
Subject: Dioxin contamination
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-2909/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (18 November 2004)
Subject: Withdrawal of the drug rofecoxib
Joint answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

P-2910/04 (FR) by Véronique De Keyser (PSE) to the Council (12 November 2004)
Subject: Death penalty
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

P-2911/04 (EN) by Caroline Jackson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: EU interest in a visual warning system to help avoid ‘rear-end’ traffic accidents
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

P-2912/04 (IT) by Mauro Zani (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Directive 92/100/EEC on rental right and lending right and on certain rights related to copyright in the field of intellectual property
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2913/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Incorrect usage by Euronews
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2914/04 (FR) by Bernard Poignant (PSE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Fish stock recovery plan adoption procedure
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-2915/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Treatment of Turkish human rights organisation
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

P-2916/04 (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Discharge of urban waste-water in the Canaries
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

P-2917/04 (NL) by Said El Khadraoui (PSE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Port services
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

P-2919/04 (SV) by Christofer Fjellner (PPE-DE) to the Council (12 November 2004)
Subject: Court proceedings concerning smokeless tobacco
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

P-2920/04 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Trans-shipment of right-hand drive cars within the EU
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)
P-2921/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Repatriating powers to the United Kingdom
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

P-2922/04 (IT) by Alfonso Andria (ALDE) to the Commission (12 November 2004)
Subject: Public library lending rights
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-2923/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Freedom of media
Joint answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2924/04 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Hearings of nominee Commissioners
Joint answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-2925/04 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Ratification of the proposed EU Constitution
Joint answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-2926/04 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Salaries and benefits of nominee-Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (15 February 2005)

E-2927/04 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Guardian advertisement
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-2928/04 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Transparency in respect of Bulgarian and Romanian projects financed and co-financed by the EU
Answer from the Commission (3 January 2005)

E-2929/04 (PL) by Barbara Kudrycka (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Schengen cooperation
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2930/04 (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Aquaculture subsidies in the Canaries
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-2931/04 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Distortion of competition arising from subsidies to German regional banks
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2932/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Admission of violations of international treaties by Turkey and attempt to confiscate the orphanage on Princes' Island
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)
E-2933/04 (EN) by Eluned Morgan (PSE) to the Council (23 November 2004)
Subject: Cuba
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

E-2934/04 (NL) by Said El Khadraoui (PSE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Port services
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-2935/04 (NL) by Said El Khadraoui (PSE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Information on CO₂ emissions from vehicles
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-2936/04 (NL) by Said El Khadraoui (PSE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Noise pollution and night flights
Answer from the Commission (11 February 2005)

E-2937/04 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Alcohol policy
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-2938/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Council (23 November 2004)
Subject: EU Rapid Reaction Force and an EU Army
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-2939/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Activities of the Committee of the Regions
Joint answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2940/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Objective 1 Funds
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-2941/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: MEPs’ overseas visits
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-2942/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Committee of the Regions
Joint answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2943/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Action taken against ‘whistleblowers’ — second question
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-2944/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Residents in South America entitled to live in the United Kingdom (or other Member States)
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)
E-2945/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Nickel content in 5-cent, 2-cent and 1-cent euro coins
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-2946/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Law-making powers of regional assemblies and regional parliaments
Joint answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-2947/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Secondment of security service personnel to work for institutions of the European Union
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-2948/04 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Destruction of Welsh mountain ponies because of new European Commission rules ('horse passports')
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

P-2949/04 (PL) by Witold Tomczak (IND/DEM) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Measures to abolish duty on primary aluminium imported from Russia
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

P-2950/04 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Deportation of a human rights activist
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

P-2951/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Title deeds to the orphanage on Princes’ Island
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

E-2952/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Council (23 November 2004)
Subject: Title deeds to the orphanage on Princes’ Island
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-2953/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (23 November 2004)
Subject: Rise in inflation and the volume of counterfeit euro banknotes
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

E-2954/04 (PT) by Edite Estrela (PSE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Discrimination and illiteracy
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

P-2955/04 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Herbaceous forage
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

P-2956/04 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Commissioners-designate
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)
**P-2957/04** (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: The EU and the situation in Côte d’Ivoire
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

**P-2958/04** (ES) by Cristina Gutiérrez-Cortines (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Tomato imports from third countries
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

**E-2959/04** (ES) by María Sornosa Martínez (PSE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Reclassification of land in the Albufera National Park
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

**E-2960/04** (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Unanimity versus 4/5 Clause
Joint answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

**E-2961/04** (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Housing benefit for Commissioners-designate
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

**E-2962/04** (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: UK export jobs
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

**E-2963/04** (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Decommissioned ships
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

**E-2964/04** (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Council (23 November 2004)
Subject: Europe and the situation in the Ivory Coast
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

**P-2965/04** (EL) by Maria Matsouka (PSE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Delays in implementing European Social Fund programmes in Greece
Supplementary answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

**E-2966/04** (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Contamination of goats with spongiform encephalopathy
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

**E-2967/04** (EL) by Nikolaos Vakalis (PPE-DE) to the Council (23 November 2004)
Subject: Oil and natural gas pipelines in South-Eastern Europe
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

**E-2968/04** (EL) by Nikolaos Vakalis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Oil and natural gas pipelines in South-Eastern Europe
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)
P-2970/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Slaughter of young turtles as a result of liberalising access to Azores waters
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

P-2971/04 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Removal of tax on imports of second-hand passenger cars into Poland
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

P-2972/04 (EL) by Antonios Trakatellis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Food crisis as a consequence of dioxin contamination and protection of public health in Greece
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-2973/04 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Leisure port at Cala en Busquets (Ciutadella, Minorca)
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-2974/04 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Property development plans in the Valencia region
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-2975/04 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Social protection and social inclusion project in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-2976/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: The non-discrimination clause and the Azores fishery
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-2977/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Demersal and deep-sea species
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2978/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Vessel lists pursuant to Regulation (EC) 2347/2002
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-2979/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Production and marketing of alcohol in the Autonomous Region of the Azores
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

P-2980/04 (FR) by Jacques Toubon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Application of the principle of freedom to provide services in the field of gambling and betting
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2981/04 (ES) by María Sornosa Martínez (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Safeguard zones for groundwater at the ‘La Canal’ site (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (20 June 2005)
E-2982/04 (DA) by Henrik Kristensen (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Hip dysplasia screenng of German Shepherd dogs
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-2983/04 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Distortions of competition caused by subsidies for German airports
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-2984/04 (DE) by Gisela Kallenbach (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Procedure for approval of the planned S46 (rerouting of a road east of Markkleeberg)
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2985/04 (EL) by Marilisa Xenogiannakopoulou (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Amendment of the toy safety directive
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2986/04 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Counterfeit articles and third countries
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-2987/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafiris (IND/DEM) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Inclusion of earthquake research in the EU’s seventh Framework Programme (FP 7)
Joint answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-2988/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Atmospheric pollution in Athens
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-2989/04 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Greek state subsidy of Olympic Airlines
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-2990/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Council regulation on Burma
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-2992/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Council (25 November 2004)
Subject: Harmonisation of EU legislation for the visually impaired
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-2993/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Harmonisation of EU legislation for the visually impaired
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-2994/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Restoration work, to be funded by the EU, on landmark buildings in Sarajevo which is not being carried out despite being publicly announced
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)
E-2995/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Making future accession to the EU of Bosnia-Herzegovina more difficult by fostering the impression that such accession is being accelerated by the exertion of military pressure
Answer from the Commission (17 January 2005)

E-2996/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Côte d'Ivoire
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-2997/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Exploitation and discrimination affecting Portuguese workers in the Basque Country (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

E-2998/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Mass redundancy plan affecting 202 workers at Lear (Portugal)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (28 February 2005)

E-2999/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Discrimination against Portuguese workers in Scotland
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-3000/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Shipwrecks and serious accidents involving fishermen off the Portuguese coast
Answer from the Commission (24 January 2005)

E-3001/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Redundancies at the ARA factory (Portugal)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (4 April 2005)

P-3002/04 (IT) by Amalia Sartori (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2004)
Subject: Kidnappings in Venezuela
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2004)

E-3003/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Council (25 November 2004)
Subject: Juvenile delinquency
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3004/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Juvenile delinquency
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2004)

E-3005/04 (EN) by Roger Helmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Vlaams Blok Party
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)

E-3006/04 (ES) by María Sornosa Martínez (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Sites of Community Importance (SIC) in the Mediterranean region under Directive 92/43/EEC
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)
E-3007/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: State aids to rescue companies in difficulty in the energy sector
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-3008/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Council (25 November 2004)
Subject: Monitoring mafia infiltration in Europe
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-3009/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Monitoring mafia infiltration in Europe
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-3010/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Compound interest: who pays for the damage?
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-3011/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Animals slaughtered for their ivory
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

P-3012/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanses-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (18 November 2004)
Subject: Community funding for the outer harbour in A Coruña (Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

P-3013/04 (FR) by Jean-Claude Fruteau (PSE) to the Commission (18 November 2004)
Subject: Supplies of rice to the Ile de la Réunion
Answer from the Commission (6 January 2005)

P-3014/04 (EN) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Council (18 November 2004)
Subject: Ratification of the Constitution in Lithuania
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-3015/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Council (25 November 2004)
Subject: Economic impact of the global war on terror
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-3016/04 (FR) by Jean-Claude Fruteau (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: C sugar
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-3017/04 (FR) by Jean-Claude Fruteau (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: The outermost regions and sugarcane in the reform of the COM in sugar
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-3018/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Nature preservation in the Scheldt estuary under the 2010 Development Plan
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)
E-3019/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Maritime safety
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3020/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Nitrogen dioxide pollution in the O Courel mountains (Lugo, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-3021/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: New Turkish Penal Code
Answer from the Commission (6 January 2005)

E-3022/04 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the Financial Regulation
Joint answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-3023/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 92/102/EEC on the identification and registration of animals
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-3024/04 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: EU fines
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3025/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Bio-power
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3026/04 (EN) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Access to documents of a heavily-criticised journalist
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3027/04 (FR) by Jean-Claude Fruteau (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: ‘Everything but Arms’ initiative and the CMO for sugar
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-3028/04 (IT) by Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Reform of the Common Organisation of the Market in sugar
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2004)

E-3029/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) and Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Carriage of animals
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3030/04 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) and Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (25 November 2004)
Subject: Carriage of animals
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)
P-3031/04 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Coastal erosion
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3032/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Smoking ban in Italian catering establishments
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2004)

E-3033/04 (EL) by Ioannis Varvitsiotis (PPE-DE) and Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Seismological research under the 7th Research Framework Programme
Joint answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3034/04 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Racism in sport — threat to public life
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3035/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Management of 3rd CSF appropriations by banks in Greece
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

P-3036/04 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Professional qualifications and opportunities for working as a tourist guide in Italy
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

P-3037/04 (EN) by Martin Callanan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Funding of European political parties
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3038/04 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the reformed Financial Regulation
Joint answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

E-3039/04 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Cost of training in connection with the reformed Financial Regulation
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3040/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Water for life
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3041/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Christians in Laos
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3042/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Disability discrimination
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)
E-3043/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Mole killing and strychnine
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-3044/04 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Human rights in Palestine
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3045/04 (EN) by Caroline Jackson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Funding from the Sixth Framework Research Programme
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-3046/04 (IT) by Adriana Poli Bortone (UEN) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Withdrawal of the medicinal product Vioxx
Joint answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3047/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Council (29 November 2004)
Subject: Hungarian minority in Romania
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-3048/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Hungarian minority in Romania
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3049/04 (EL) by Nikolaos Vakalis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Measures to combat oligopolies in the generation, transmission and distribution of electricity
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3050/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: FSAP
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3051/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: FSAP
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3052/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: FSAP
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3053/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: FSAP
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3054/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: FSAP
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)
E-3055/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Regulatory impact assessment
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3056/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Cost of the accession of Turkey
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3057/04 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Trans-European transport network (TEN-T): Fichtelgebirge motorway B303 (road link between Bayreuth (A9) and the Czech border)
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-3058/04 (FR) by Marie Isler Béguin (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Initiative to promote peace and dialogue in Mauritania
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3059/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Enlargement of Europe
Answer from the Commission (6 January 2005)

E-3060/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Murder of European hostages in Iraq
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

P-3062/04 (ES) by Gerardo Galeote Quecedo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Fires in Andalucia
Supplementary answer from the Commission (16 December 2004)

P-3063/04 (DA) by Henrik Kristensen (PSE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Norwegian boycott of herring landings in Denmark
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2004)

E-3064/04 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Mari (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Regeneration of the Salinas and L’Espartal beaches in the municipality of Castrillón, Asturias
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

E-3065/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Waste-water treatment plants in Greece
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3066/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Appropriations under the operational programme ‘Information society’
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3067/04 (IT) by Luigi Cocilovo (ALDE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: EuroTAP project
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)
E-3068/04 (PL) by Bogdan Pęk (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Legality of the Commission operating after 31 October 2004
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2005)

P-3069/04 (DE) by Manfred Weber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Payment of an ERDF advance in connection with the inclusion of the new Member States in the Interreg IIIA Community initiatives
Answer from the Commission (3 January 2004)

P-3070/04 (NL) by Frederika Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2004)
Subject: Training grants in Wallonia: discrimination on grounds of nationality?
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-3071/04 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Legislation on smoking
Answer from the Commission (6 January 2005)

E-3072/04 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (29 November 2004)
Subject: Use and handling of cosmetic products
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3074/04 (DE) by Sepp Kusstatscher (Verts/ALE) and Evelin Lichtenberger (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Growing volume of goods traffic through the Czech Republic and over the Brenner Pass
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-3075/04 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Road safety
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3076/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Liberalisation of bottom-set gill-nets in the waters of the Azores
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

E-3077/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Berlaymont — Use of illegal timber
Answer from the Commission (24 January 2005)

E-3078/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Birds directive — Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3079/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Alleged discrimination in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (17 January 2005)

E-3080/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Child soldiers
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)
E-3081/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: EU-US Relations
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

P-3082/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Angola — parliamentary and presidential elections
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-3083/04 (DE) by Angelika Niebler (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: United Kingdom (UK): London Marathon entry conditions for foreign nationals
Answer from the Commission (17 January 2005)

E-3084/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Press freedom in Romania
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3085/04 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Application of double standards by the Belgian authorities
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3086/04 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Right of establishment
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-3087/04 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Social dialogue in football
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3088/04 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Access to services within the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3089/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Abolition of the Belgian ombuds service for electricity and gas — violation of Directive 2003/54/EC
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3090/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Zimbabwe — youth camps
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3091/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: China — market in textiles
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

P-3092/04 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Follow-up measures concerning the Slovene law on the public use of Slovene
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)
P-3093/04 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Discrimination against diabetics
Answer from the Commission (6 January 2005)

E-3094/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Community co-funding of social infrastructure projects in Albania
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3095/04 (IT) by Fausto Bertinotti (GUE/NGL), Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL), Vittorio Agnoletto (GUE/NGL), Luisa Morgantini (GUE/NGL) and Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Council (2 December 2004)
Subject: Private jets for prisoner transport to countries with no anti-torture laws
Joint answer from the Commission (24 February 2005)

E-3096/04 (IT) by Fausto Bertinotti (GUE/NGL), Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL), Vittorio Agnoletto (GUE/NGL), Luisa Morgantini (GUE/NGL) and Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Private jets for prisoner transport to countries with no anti-torture laws
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-3097/04 (NL) by Frederika Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: The European Commission’s plans for legislation relating to travel agencies
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3098/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: The Commission’s powers and responsibilities as regards the conservation of organic marine resources in connection with the CFP
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

P-3099/04 (DE) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Dismantling and looting of nuclear installations in Iraq
Answer from the Commission (3 January 2005)

P-3100/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: EU funding — Slapton, Devon
Answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

P-3101/04 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Directive on Infant Formulae and Follow-on Formulae
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

P-3102/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Council (25 November 2004)
Subject: Ban on driving cars without catalytic converters
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

P-3103/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Failure by the Commission to take account of state aid granted to the ‘Centrale del Latte di Roma’
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

P-3104/04 (FR) by Dominique Vlasto (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 November 2004)
Subject: Express mail and courier services in Directive 2004/17/EC
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Falling prices in the onion sector
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

Subject: Reform of Interreg assistance
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

Subject: Rail technology funding
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

Subject: Transportation of livestock
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

Subject: Cases of intimidation and attempts to censor the spread of news about Islamic atrocities
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

Subject: Carrying of fertile soil and trees by cross-border rivers with high water levels outside the snowmelting season in mountain areas
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

Subject: Increasing pollution of back yards, verges and other open land in future Member States by non-biodegradable waste resulting from consumption and construction
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

Subject: Import from the Third World of textiles, the production of which has led to incurable illnesses, serious environmental damage and the destruction of resources
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

Subject: Harmful side-effects of the new miracle cleaning product Cillit Bang, designed to tackle limescale and rust, using unknown ingredients and seemingly exceptionally acidic, unsafe and expensive
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

Subject: Relocation of enterprises
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

Subject: Conjunctural crisis in the footwear industry in Valle del Vinalopó
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

Subject: Money laundering
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)
E-3118/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Money laundering
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3119/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Extension of capital requirements
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3120/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Council
(2 December 2004)
Subject: Torture flights
Joint answer from the Commission (24 February 2005)

E-3121/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (2 December 2004)
Subject: European Constitution
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

E-3122/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (2 December 2004)
Subject: European Constitution
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

E-3123/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (2 December 2004)
Subject: Turkey and the Cyprus question
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3124/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Discriminatory tariffs applied by Russia with regard to the Baltic States
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3125/04 (PT) by Emanuel Fernandes (PSE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Restrictions on the use of HGVs ('weekend bans')
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3126/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Funding to develop musical activities
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3127/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Funding to carry out a telecommunications project
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3128/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

P-3129/04 (CS) by Tomáš Zatloukal (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Imports of certain steel products from the Republic of Moldova
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)
P-3130/04 (PL) by Bogdan Klich (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Unacceptable delay by the Commission in considering applications from Polish enterprises for permission to sell their products on the EU single market
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

P-3131/04 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Spanish Supreme Court ruling in respect of Júcar-Vinalopó
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3132/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Punishment for lies told by EU officials
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3133/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: OLAF's attempts to manipulate the judicial authorities
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3134/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Misleading statements to the European Ombudsman
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3135/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Provision of information to the OLAF Surveillance Committee
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3136/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Commission's defence of OLAF's action in reporting Hans-Martin Tillack to the prosecuting authorities
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3137/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Initiation of disciplinary hearings against Commission officials
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3138/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Consequences of infringements of the law by EU institutions
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3139/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Lack of evidence in connection with an allegation of bribery
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3140/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Payment by Commission of legal fees for a former member of staff
Joint answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3141/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Attempts by the Commission to influence the testimony of a former member of staff
Joint answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)
E-3142/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Notices of vacancies in the Commission
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2005)

E-3143/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Problem of illegal immigration in Greece
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

E-3144/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Unimpeded circulation in Greece of Community-registered automobiles
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3145/04 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Fees for category 3 students in European Schools
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3147/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Funding for agriculture in the light of EU enlargement
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3148/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Postal services in Spain
Answer from the Commission (17 January 2005)

E-3149/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: LIFE — Environment programme in Vilasantar (Galicia)
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-3150/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: ERDF-funded extension of the cargo quay at the port of Marín
Supplementary answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

E-3151/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: EU enlargement and reform of the common fisheries policy
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3152/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: European funding for the construction of the outer harbour in A Coruña (Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (17 December 2004)

E-3153/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Top income tax rates
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-3154/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Top income tax rates
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)
E-3155/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Lack of rail links in Veneto
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-3156/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Lack of rail links in Veneto
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-3157/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Right of asylum and country of origin
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

E-3158/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) and Kartika Liotard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Export of French electricity to other EU Member States, where it is sold to consumers at a much lower price than in France
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-3159/04 (PL) by Sylwester Chruszcz (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Violation of Community law
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3160/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Reform of the sugar sector
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

P-3161/04 (PL) by Konrad Szymański (UEN) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: The legality of channel XXL in EU territory
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-3162/04 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Mari (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Emissions of certain pollutants from large combustion plants; implementation of Directive 2001/80/EC in the Spanish state
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3163/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Environmental contribution per vehicle
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3164/04 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Mental health research
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-3165/04 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Commissioners’ pension arrangements
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3166/04 (EN) by Elspeth Attwooll (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: The European Marine Strategy
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)
E-3167/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)  
Subject: Supervision of pension funds  
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3168/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)  
Subject: APW Electronics  
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-3169/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)  
Subject: A strong euro and counterfeit currency  
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3170/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)  
Subject: Death penalty  
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3171/04 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE) to the Council (7 December 2004)  
Subject: Directive on unlimited patentability of ‘computer-implemented’ algorithms and business methods  
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3172/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 December 2004)  
Subject: Removing the Slovene ‘pit game’ website  
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3173/04 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)  
Subject: Differences in legislation on veterinary medicines  
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

P-3174/04 (FR) by Gilles Savary (PSE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)  
Subject: Composition of the Administrative Board of the European Railway Agency  
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

P-3175/04 (FI) by Ari Vatanen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)  
Subject: Member States’ right to limit duty-free imports by transport employees travelling between the EU and third countries  
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-3176/04 (DE) by Karin Resetarits (NI) to the Commission (7 December 2004)  
Subject: Illegal state aid jeopardising the viability of private companies  
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3177/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (7 December 2004)  
Subject: Water charges  
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-3178/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Council (7 December 2004)  
Subject: Persecution of Christians in China  
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)
E-3179/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Persecution of Christians in China
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3180/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Human rights violations in Iran
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3181/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Human rights violations in Iran
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3182/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Situation in Liberia
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-3183/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Situation in Liberia
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-3184/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Torture Equipment Regulation
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

E-3185/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Draft Torture Equipment Regulation and Regulation Abolishing Import Duties on Certain Weapons and Military Equipment
Joint answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3186/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Capital investment by a Member State in a profitable state-owned company
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3187/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Article 192 of EC Treaty
Supplementary answer from the Commission (10 March 2005)

E-3188/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Landfills in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-3189/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Booking air tickets for travel in another country
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3190/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Water charges
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)
E-3191/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: EU Water Framework Directive
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-3192/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Folic acid intake increase
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3193/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Company restructuring and relocations
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3194/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Derogations from the Unit Prices Directive in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3195/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: The Nitrates Directive
Answer from the Commission (17 January 2005)

E-3196/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Recognition of doctors' qualifications
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-3197/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Amendments to Ireland's National Monuments Act
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-3198/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: ILO Convention 182 on Child Labour
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3199/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the Fixed-Term Contract Work Directive in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3200/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Independent investigation of road accidents
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3201/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Trade in equipment used for capital punishment
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3202/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Persecution of Falun Gong followers in China
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)
E-3203/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Central Europe Atlantic route — RN 141 in France (= RCEA (E630))
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

P-3204/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Fraud
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-3205/04 (DA) by Anne Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Changes in rates of customs duty
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3206/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Landfill sites in Northern Greece
Joint answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-3207/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Waste management in northern Macedonia
Joint answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-3208/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Fraud and the IRA
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3209/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Distance selling
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-3210/04 (EN) by Phillip Whitehead (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Greek fur trade
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3211/04 (EN) by Phillip Whitehead (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Greek fur trade
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-3212/04 (EN) by Peter Skinner (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Apple’s i-tunes pricing structure
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3213/04 (EN) by Peter Skinner (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Seal-cub clubbing in Russia
Joint answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3214/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Drift-met fishing for salmon
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)
E-3216/04 (FR) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Dismissed Commission accounting officer and no guarantee of a positive DAS
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3217/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: The EU and China's policy of 'one China, two systems'
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

P-3218/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Accidents caused by paint strippers containing methylene chloride
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-3219/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Pollution from waste tips in Greece
Answer from the Commission (24 January 2005)

E-3220/04 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE) and Giovanni Fava (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: The Bolkestein directive relating to services on the internal market
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3221/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Arms embargo on China
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

E-3222/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: China and Sudan
Answer from the Council (23 May 2005)

E-3223/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: The situation in Congo
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

E-3224/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: The Council and Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001 (tapes)
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3225/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: The Council and Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001 (positions of national representatives)
Answer from the Council (23 May 2005)

E-3226/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: The European Council and Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001
Joint answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3227/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: European Constitutional Convention and Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001
Joint answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)
E-3228/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Support for rehabilitation of historic city centres
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3229/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Animal testing in the EU
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3230/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: ECHR
Answer from the Council (24 February 2005)

E-3231/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Car hire and links to robberies
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3232/04 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Baby seal slaughter in the Russian Federation
Answer from the Council (23 May 2005)

E-3233/04 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Baby seal slaughter in the Russian Federation
Joint answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3234/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: EU Commission and water as a commodity
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3235/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Quarry development
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3236/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Death penalty on Protestant minister for apostasy in Iran
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3237/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Death sentence on Tibetan religious leader
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3238/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Draft torture equipment regulation and Council Regulation No 150/2003
Joint answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3239/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Training of novice drivers after they have obtained their licence
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)
E-3240/04 (IT) by Luigi Cocilovo (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Redevelopment of the polluted site ‘Ex Industrie Zanussi’ at Conegliano
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3241/04 (PL) by Sylwester Chruszcz (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Building a navigation channel in the International Lower Oder Valley Landscape Reserve
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3242/04 (PT) by Jamila Madeira (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Community initiatives: Equal, Urban II and Leader+
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

P-3243/04 (IT) by Francesco Speroni (IND/DEM) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Laissez-passer issued to Members of the European Parliament
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

P-3244/04 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (30 November 2004)
Subject: Insufficiency of social indicators
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-3245/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 December 2004)
Subject: Accession negotiations with Croatia
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3246/04 (DE) by Lissy Gröner (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Measures in response to the Reflex project
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3247/04 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Clarification of the situation with regard to the EU Delegation in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3248/04 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Publication of contracts financed by the EU
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3249/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Discrimination and dismissal of workers in the European Commission under the presidency of Romano Prodi
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-3250/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Extension by the Member States of territorial waters to 12 nautical miles
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3251/04 (EN) by Phillip Whitehead (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: LIFE-Nature and LIFE+ programmes
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)
P-3252/04 (DE) by Silvana Koch-Mehrin (ALDE) to the Commission (1 December 2004)
Subject: European Union financial assistance for ATTAC
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3253/04 (DE) by Silvana Koch-Mehrin (ALDE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: European Union financial support under the ESF
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3254/04 (DE) by Silvana Koch-Mehrin (ALDE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: European Union financial support for trade unions
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

E-3255/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Council (10 December 2004)
Subject: Dissemination of threatened European musical culture
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-3256/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Directive on emission trading and Italy's National Plan
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3257/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Council (10 December 2004)
Subject: Press freedom and freedom of expression in China
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-3258/04 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Relocation within the EU
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

P-3259/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (1 December 2004)
Subject: British Government assistance for dismantling of British Energy nuclear power stations
Answer from the Commission (23 December 2004)

E-3260/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Council (10 December 2004)
Subject: Reporting technical errors in EU legislation
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3261/04 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Reporting technical errors in EU legislation
Answer from the Commission (15 February 2005)

E-3262/04 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Comparability of international statistics
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

P-3263/04 (ES) by María Ayuso González (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Garlic production
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)
P-3264/04 (PT) by Sérgio Marques (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 December 2004)
Subject: Entry into force of the CAP single levy system for the market in bananas
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-3265/04 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Equality and the EU’s Structural Funds
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-3266/04 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Information, prevention and research to combat AIDS
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3267/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Protection of the Ecumenical Patriarchate
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-3268/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Threat to a Natura Biotope from planned construction of a water-hungry golf course in the south of Crete where water is scarce
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3269/04 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Measures to tackle drugs
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3270/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Public consultations by e-mail
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3271/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Use of very high resolution satellite images to monitor farmers
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3272/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Council (10 December 2004)
Subject: Gibraltar
Answer from the Council (23 May 2005)

P-3273/04 (EN) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Reliability of a source of an allegation in an OLAF investigation
Joint answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

P-3274/04 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Dumping of polluted dredging spoil in the Rhine
Supplementary answer from the Commission (4 August 2005)

E-3275/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Civil liability
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)
E-3276/04 (NL) by Toine Manders (ALDE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Distortion of the internal market as a result of differences in tax rates
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3277/04 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Invitation to tender for rights to broadcast football matches
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3278/04 (DE) by Wolfgang Kreissl-Dörfler (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Import of canned drinks to Malta
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3279/04 (DE) by Wolfgang Kreissl-Dörfler (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Possible ecotax on imported drinks in Malta
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

E-3280/04 (DE) by Wolfgang Kreissl-Dörfler (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Private transport in Malta
Answer from the Commission (28 February 2005)

E-3281/04 (DE) by Wolfgang Kreissl-Dörfler (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Water and electricity prices in Malta
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3282/04 (DE) by Wolfgang Kreissl-Dörfler (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Maritime transport from Malta to Gozo and back
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3283/04 (DE) by Klaus-Heiner Lehne (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Import duties on pliers in the EU and the USA
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3284/04 (DE) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Damage to the EU bird sanctuary at Hainesch-Iland (DE 2326401) by planned construction works (B-Plan Bergstedt 23/Immenhorstweg)
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3285/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Study of socioeconomic and environmental consequences of the Corinth-Patras railway line
Answer from the Commission (14 February 2005)

E-3286/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Recognition of importance of refugees’ apartment blocks in Athens
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3287/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Post of Director of the ECDC
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)
E-3288/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Low take-up rate in respect of culture in the third CSF
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3289/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Diplomas awarded by Free Study Centres in Greece
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3290/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Child labour in China
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-3291/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Child labour in India
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3292/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Drugs in Afghanistan
Joint answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3293/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Opium poppies
Joint answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3294/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Gibraltar Social Security scheme
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3295/04 (FI) by Anneli Jäätteenmäki (ALDE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Harmonisation of consumer protection legislation
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3296/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: The textile sector and industrial relocation
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2005)

E-3297/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Earthquake in northern Italy
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3298/04 (IT) by Adriana Poli Bortone (UEN) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Natural disasters
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3299/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) and Kartika Liotard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Displacement of fish in Lake Victoria by Nile perch for processing and export to Europe and the consequences for food shortages and arms exports
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2004)
E-3300/04 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Combating Legionnaire's disease
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3301/04 (NL) by Mia De Vits (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Euro/dollar exchange rate: Article 111 of the Treaty
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

E-3302/04 (NL) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Clarification of passages contained in the fifth annual activity report of the European Anti-Fraud Office OLAF
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

P-3303/04 (EN) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Access to justice in another Member State
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

P-3304/04 (EN) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Lawyer acting for a former Commission official and OLAF informant
Joint answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3305/04 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3306/04 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3307/04 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3308/04 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3309/04 (EN) by Anne Jensen (ALDE) and Markus Ferber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Espionage
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3310/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Taiwan
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)
E-3311/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: The euro and the dollar in the eurozone
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3312/04 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Processing of polluted dredging spoil
Answer from the Commission (14 March 2005)

E-3313/04 (NL) by Toine Manders (ALDE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Bear-dog fights in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3314/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Cuts in Community funding for joint projects in Portugal and Spain
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

P-3315/04 (EN) by Jillian Evans (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Answer to Written Question P-0524/04
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

P-3316/04 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Double-entry book-keeping
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

P-3317/04 (EN) by Ian Hudghton (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Scots and Gaelic Languages and the EU Constitution
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

P-3318/04 (FR) by Véronique De Keyser (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: GOPA meeting
Joint answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

P-3319/04 (IT) by Alfonso Andria (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Hereditary fructose intolerance (HFI)
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2004)

P-3320/04 (NL) by Mia De Vits (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Public placement services and European competition policy
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)

E-3321/04 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE-DE) to the Council (10 December 2004)
Subject: Public services privatisation in developing countries
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3322/04 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE-DE) to the Council (10 December 2004)
Subject: Health breaks for children in Belarus
Joint answer from the Commission (30 May 2005)
E-3323/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (13 December 2004)
Subject: Principles for the integration of immigrants into the EU and the right to vote
Joint answer from the Commission (30 May 2005)

E-3324/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (13 December 2004)
Subject: Embassies in Cuba and dissidents
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3325/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (13 December 2004)
Subject: Recognition by Russia of illegal Soviet occupation
Answer from the Council (27 June 2005)

E-3326/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (13 December 2004)
Subject: The EU and the presidential elections in Ukraine
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3327/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (13 December 2004)
Subject: Russian commemoration of the end of World War II
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-3328/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (13 December 2004)
Subject: Common principles for the integration of immigrants into the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (30 May 2005)

E-3329/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (13 December 2004)
Subject: Islam and terrorism
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3330/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (13 December 2004)
Subject: European Handbook on Integration and the right to vote
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

P-3331/04 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Football and social dialogue
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

P-3332/04 (FR) by Françoise Grossetête (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Supervision of project design and construction and award of contracts
Answer from the Commission (5 January 2005)

P-3333/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Are Swedish collective agreements an obstacle to competition on the EU’s internal market?
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

P-3334/04 (IT) by Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Immediate resumption of the round table discussions between government, trade unions, local authorities and Thyssen Krupp
Answer from the Commission (7 January 2005)
P-3335/04 (ES) by Rosa Miguélez Ramos (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: LEADER + operating irregularities
Answer from the Commission (11 January 2005)

P-3336/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: WHO warning of bird flu pandemic
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

P-3337/04 (NL) by Said El Khadraoui (PSE) to the Commission (7 December 2004)
Subject: Liberalisation of international rail passenger transport
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3338/04 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Opencast coal mining at Fonfría and Feixolín (Valle de Laciana, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

E-3339/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Export refunds paid for live cattle
Answer from the Commission (14 February 2005)

E-3340/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Infringements of export refunds
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3341/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Experiments involving primates
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-3342/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Sugar
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3343/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: HIV/AIDS
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2004)

E-3344/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Making it mandatory to supply proper jacks with new caravans and trailers
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3345/04 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Commissioners’ outside commitments
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3346/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Council (15 December 2004)
Subject: Preventing broadcasting of racist al-Manar programmes in Europe
Answer from the Council (18 July 2005)
E-3347/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Preparing broadcasting of racist al-Manar programmes in Europe
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3348/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Commission
(15 December 2004)
Subject: Relocation of the Perugina factory’s roasting operations
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3349/04 (IT) by Nicola Zingaretti (PSE), Pasqualina Napoletano (PSE), Guido Sacconi (PSE) and Pier
Panzeri (PSE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Steel crisis in Terni
Joint answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3350/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Admission to the Schengen area with Israeli emergency passports
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3351/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Herbal cigarettes
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3352/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Country of origin principle in the Services Directive
Answer from the Commission (21 February 2005)

P-3354/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: EU ban on imports of bovine embryos
Joint answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-3356/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) and Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE) to the Commission
(15 December 2004)
Subject: Protection of the ‘Serra do Careón’ SCI (Galicia), part of the Natura 2000 network
Joint answer from the Commission (18 February 2005)

E-3357/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) and Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE) to the Commission
(15 December 2004)
Subject: Inclusion of the ‘Serra do Suido’ in the Natura 2000 network proposal
Joint answer from the Commission (18 February 2005)

E-3358/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) and Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE) to the Commission
(15 December 2004)
Subject: Deterioration of the Crecente-Filgueira section (Galicia) of a project cofinanced by the ERDF
Supplementary answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3359/04 (ES) by Josu Ortuondo Larrea (ALDE) and Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE) to the Commission
(15 December 2004)
Subject: Protection of freshwater mussels in the Rio Arnego (Galicia) area included in the Natura 2000
network
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3360/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafiris (IND/DEM) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Obligation to enter religious affiliation in German State documents
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)
E-3361/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Risk of loss of funding under the fourth CSF
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3362/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: EU ban on the import of bovine semen
Joint answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-3363/04 (EN) by Joseph Muscat (PSE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Conditions of work
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-3365/04 (EN) by Joseph Muscat (PSE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Late payment Directive
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3366/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Salary paid to Marwan Barghouti
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3367/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Al-Aqsa martyrs
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

E-3368/04 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) and Thijs Berman (PSE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Pollution of groundwater with herbicides and plant protection products
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-3369/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Green Paper on ‘Equality and Non-discrimination in an Enlarged European Union’
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

E-3370/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Investment in renewable energy production
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-3371/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Regulating exceptional situation in the heavy good transport sector
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3372/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Funding for rural tourism
Answer from the Commission (14 February 2005)

E-3373/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Funding for sports
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)
E-3374/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Protection for European wine products
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3375/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3376/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Unjustified increase in motorway tolls
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3377/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Funding for the cultivation of lavender and hops
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

P-3378/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Final approval of the designation of origin for cider from Asturias
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

P-3379/04 (FR) by Pierre Schapira (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: The powers of the European Parliament in proposing a new programme for economic cooperation
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3380/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: The Caleao dam (Asturias — Spain)
Answer from the Commission (11 February 2005)

E-3381/04 (EN) by Ian Hudghton (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Fisheries
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2005)

E-3382/04 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Genetically modified crops
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2005)

E-3383/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Financing of the central government of Bosnia and Herzegovina and interference in that connection by the EU in the taxation system and the Dayton administrative structures
Answer from the Commission (14 February 2005)

E-3384/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Council (15 December 2004)
Subject: European support for the Iranian dictatorship
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

P-3385/04 (EN) by Eluned Morgan (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Implementation score cards
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)
E-3386/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Commission’s indifference towards violation of property rights in Greece
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3387/04 (EN) by Eluned Morgan (PSE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Fisheries
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-3388/04 (EN) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Agreement between the European Commission and Philip Morris International to combat cigarette smuggling
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-3389/04 (EN) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Agreement between the European Commission and Philip Morris International to combat cigarette smuggling
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3390/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: The large number of bank accounts held in the name of the European Union and the consequences of this fragmentation for control, financial risks and demands on administrative capacity
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

P-3391/04 (EL) by Panagiotis Beglitis (PSE) to the Council (10 December 2004)
Subject: Recognition of the Republic of Cyprus by Turkey in view of the European Council on 17 December 2004
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

P-3392/04 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Russian ban on exports of plant products from the Netherlands to Russia
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2004)

E-3393/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the Seveso II directive in Greece
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3394/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Tobacco advertising and sponsorship
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

P-3396/04 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Imports of sugar from the Balkans
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

P-3397/04 (EN) by Poul Rasmussen (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Turkey and human rights
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-3399/04 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (UEN) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Protection of soldiers affected by the ‘Balkan syndrome’ and their relatives
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)
E-3400/04 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Violation of environmental rules by the JRC Petten
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

P-3401/04 (EL) by Antonios Trakatellis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Turkish accession: violations of freedom of religion and problem due to Turkey's failure to recognize the Republic of Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (13 January 2005)

P-3402/04 (EN) by Béla Glattfelder (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Sugar quotas for Western Balkan countries
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

P-3403/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Denmark's contribution to the EU
Answer from the Commission (10 January 2005)

P-3404/04 (NL) by Kathalijne Buitenweg (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Abuses at the Petten nuclear reactor and suspension of the related criminal investigation
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3405/04 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Is it forbidden to criticise a religion in the EU?
Answer from the Commission (15 February 2005)

E-3406/04 (DE) by Othmar Karas (PPE-DE) to the Council (16 December 2004)
Subject: Formal adoption of the Council common position on the proposal for a directive on computer-implemented inventions
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3407/04 (EL) by Antonios Trakatellis (PPE-DE) to the Council (16 December 2004)
Subject: Turkish accession: infringements of religious freedom and obstacle caused by non-recognition of the Republic of Cyprus
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3408/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzasferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Proceedings against Greece before the European Court of Justice
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-3409/04 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Youth in action
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3410/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Excessive concentration of media ownership
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3411/04 (EN) by Simon Coveney (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Free public transport for the elderly
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)
E-3412/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Council (16 December 2004)
Subject: Diagnostic and therapeutic facilities for Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy
Answer from the Council (7 March 2005)

E-3413/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Diagnostic and therapeutic facilities for Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3414/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Pension rights
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

P-3415/04 (FR) by Erna Hennicot-Schoepges (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: European Music Observatory
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3416/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (16 December 2004)
Subject: Selective killings of Palestinian citizens by the Israeli army
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3417/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Cooperation programmes in Guatemala
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3418/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Murders of women in Guatemala
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3419/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Female genital mutilation
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2005)

E-3420/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: A world strategy to combat child labour
Answer from the Commission (28 February 2005)

E-3421/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Situation of Kurdish political figures
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-3422/04 (EN) by Sir Robert Atkins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Directive 73/239/EEC in relation to the regulation of Lloyd's
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3423/04 (EN) by Sir Robert Atkins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Directive 73/239/EEC in relation to the regulation of Lloyd's
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)
E-3424/04 (EN) by Sir Robert Atkins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: The 12-year agreement between the European Commission and Philip Morris International to combat contraband and counterfeit cigarettes
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3425/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Infringement of market regulations in British Telecom purchase of Albacom
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3426/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Adaptive cruise control
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3427/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Safeguarding of Europe’s cultural heritage
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

P-3428/04 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: The use of the shredding, dowsing and burning process for the disposal of asbestos
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3429/04 (ES) by Rosa Miguélez Ramos (PSE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Construction of a viaduct over the Esteiro do Tambre (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (21 February 2005)

E-3430/04 (DE) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Implementation of the EU Air Quality Framework Directive in Göttingen, Germany
Supplementary answer from the Commission (13 September 2005)

E-3431/04 (DE) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Disposal of rocket fuel in Pawlograd (Ukraine)
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2005)

E-3432/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Antidumping measures
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3433/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Funding for the protection and development of wooded areas in Tuscany
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2005)

E-3434/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Assistance and care for Alzheimer’s sufferers and their families
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3435/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Protection of tobacco retailers
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)
P-3436/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Financial perspective and fourth CSF
Answer from the Commission (14 January 2005)

E-3437/04 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Interest from prefinancing
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)

E-3438/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Refuse problem in Romania
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

E-3439/04 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Joint Ventures in DPRK
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3440/04 (EN) by Diana Wallis (ALDE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Council Regulation (EC) No 1348/2000 on the service of documents
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

E-3441/04 (EN) by Diana Wallis (ALDE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: The 'country of origin' principle
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2005)

E-3442/04 (SV) by Henrik Lax (ALDE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: EU Tacis funding in Turkmenistan
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3443/04 (SV) by Henrik Lax (ALDE) to the Commission (17 December 2004)
Subject: Combating of HIV in the EU and neighbouring regions
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

P-3444/04 (NL) by Anne Van Lancker (PSE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Dialogue with religious and non-confessional organisations
Joint answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

P-3445/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Discriminatory policy practices by Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) providers in the UK
Joint answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

P-3446/04 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Council (10 December 2004)
Subject: Respect for decisions taken in Bolivia
Answer from the Council (3 March 2005)

E-3447/04 (DE) by Jutta Haug (PSE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Interference in biodiversity supported by EU funding in Ghana
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2005)
E-3448/04 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Economic Partnership Agreements
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3449/04 (EN) by Giles Chichester (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Lisbon Agenda and people who work alone
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3450/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission
(20 December 2004)
Subject: Torture and expulsion of religious and ethnic minorities in Bangladesh
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-3451/04 (IT) by Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Immediate verification of environmental compatibility of Strait of Messina project
Answer from the Commission (18 February 2005)

E-3452/04 (NL) by Kartika Liotard (GUE/NGL) and Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission
(20 December 2004)
Subject: Failure to prosecute breaches of environmental rules committed by the Joint Research Centre in Petten in the Netherlands
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2005)

E-3453/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Health workers at risk
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3454/04 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Council (20 December 2004)
Subject: Contractual irregularities
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-3455/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Buddhist radicals push for tough new laws in Sri Lanka
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

E-3456/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Reform of European sugar policy and bioethanol
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-3457/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Reform of European sugar beet policy and farmers
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3458/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Integration courses in Germany
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3459/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Flemish fishing vessels at Boulogne
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)
P-3460/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 December 2004)
Subject: Technical companies controlling media and Community legislation
Answer from the Commission (12 January 2005)

P-3461/04 (EN) by Edith Mastenbroek (PSE) to the Council (10 December 2004)
Subject: Current proposal from the UK, Irish, French and Swedish Governments to the Council to introduce mandatory data retention
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-3462/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Stagnating take-up rate of 3rd CSF appropriations in Greece
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3463/04 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) and Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: The Thyssen-Krupp crisis in Terni
Joint answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3464/04 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Al-Aqsa office in Rotterdam
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

E-3465/04 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Self-extinguishing cigarettes
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3466/04 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Application of EU wine-making legislation in the Czech Republic
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

P-3467/04 (PT) by Sérgio Ribeiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (13 December 2004)
Subject: Fisheries — Portugal — TAC and quotas for 2005
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3468/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) and Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: NATURA network in Greece and management bodies
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2005)

E-3469/04 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Death of five-year old boy through negligence in handling an emergency call and the European emergency call number ‘112’
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3470/04 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Making caller location information available for calls to the single European emergency call number ‘112’ and notifying the public of the existence of this number
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-3471/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: European voluntary service
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)
E-3472/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Electronic identity cards for voting purposes
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3473/04 (EN) by Joseph Muscat (PSE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Departure taxes
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

E-3474/04 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Companies contractually bound to Eurostat
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3475/04 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Productivity in the public sector
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-3476/04 (IT) by Lapo Pistelli (ALDE), Alfonso Andria (ALDE), Luigi Cocilovo (ALDE), Paolo Costa (ALDE), Enrico Letta (ALDE), Vittorio Prodi (ALDE) and Patrizia Toia (ALDE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Closure of AST's electrical steel division in Terni, Italy
Joint answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3477/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) and Kartika Liotard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Threat to public health caused by placing UMTS masts on roofs of blocks of flats and office blocks without prior research into their effects
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

P-3478/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (13 December 2004)
Subject: Application of weightings
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3479/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Marketing of baby milks
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3480/04 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: EU grant scheme
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3481/04 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Regulation of Lloyd's Bank
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3482/04 (HU) by László Surján (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Does not the proposed new Financial Perspective endanger the transparency of administrative expenditure?
Answer from the Commission (26 January 2005)

E-3483/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Spread of the HIV virus in Eastern Europe
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)
E-3484/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Synthetic drugs in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3485/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Council (5 January 2005)
Subject: Secretary-General and CFSP High Representative Javier Solana and his alleged contacts with the proscribed organisation Hamas
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3486/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Supplements for single travellers
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3487/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Council Common Position on Burma
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

E-3488/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) and Kartika Liotard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Crimes against the environment committed by waste processing companies and violation of air quality standards in the Netherlands and the relationship to the EU acquis in the area of the environment
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

P-3489/04 (NL) by Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE) to the Commission (15 December 2004)
Subject: Inconsistency between Belgian and Netherlands legislation on exportability of early retirement pensions
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3490/04 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Sport in the EU
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3491/04 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Regulation of Lloyd’s
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

P-3492/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Eurobarometer 61
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

E-3493/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Animals used for experimental purposes
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3494/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Treatment of wastewater discharges from Irish towns and cities
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3495/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Failure to report on the use of the pesticide Methyl Bromide in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)
E-3496/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Notification of the transposition of the Emissions Trading Directive in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3497/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Unauthorised waste activities in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3498/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Compliance with European Court of Justice ruling in Case C-67/02 (Shellfish Waters Directive)
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3499/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Compliance with European Court of Justice ruling in Case C-117/00 (wild birds at Owenduff-Nephin Beg mountains in Mayo)
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3500/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Ireland's failure to comply with the Commission investigation into the application of the
Directive on Excise Duties on Tobacco
Joint answer from the Commission (11 February 2005)

E-3501/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Excise duties on tobacco
Joint answer from the Commission (11 February 2005)

E-3502/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Car taxes
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3503/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Group of European Directors-General on Labour Relations
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2004)

E-3504/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Nuclear safety at Sellafield
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

E-3505/04 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Ownership of EU buildings
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2005)

E-3506/04 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3507/04 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: The de-institutionalisation of disabled people
Answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)
E-3508/04 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: The de-institutionalisation of disabled people
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2005)

E-3509/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Possible irregularities in required paperwork for waste exports from Ireland
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

E-3510/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Odour emissions from urban wastewater treatment plants
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3511/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Pan-European credit checks
Joint answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3512/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Rules for directors' pay awards
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3513/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Working time
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2004)

E-3514/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Reduced excise duties on fuel for private jets and yachts in certain Member States
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3515/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Proposal to build a motorway through Tara in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3516/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Women's refuge in Tallaght, Dublin
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3517/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Equality for deaf people
Answer from the Commission (18 February 2005)

E-3518/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Public lending rights
Answer from the Commission (25 January 2005)

E-3519/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Labelling requirements for products tested on animals
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)
E-3520/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Cosmetic products and animal testing
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3521/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Council (5 January 2005)
Subject: Can certain areas of Naples still be seen as part of Europe?
Answer from the Council (23 May 2005)

E-3522/04 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Concern about business lobbyists
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2005)

E-3523/04 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Meetings with voluntary organisations
Answer from the Commission (14 February 2005)

E-3524/04 (IT) by Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Crisis in the iron and steel sector (Thyssen-Krupp dispute in Italy)
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2005)

E-3525/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Funding for the modernisation of a rail link in Greece
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3526/04 (EN) by Andrew Duff (ALDE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Indicators for measuring the target of halting biodiversity loss by 2010
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2005)

P-3527/04 (IT) by Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE) to the Commission (16 December 2004)
Subject: Closure of the Heineken plant in Pedavena
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3528/04 (ES) by Manuel Medina Ortega (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Cofinanced projects on Tenerife (Canary Islands, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3529/04 (ES) by Manuel Medina Ortega (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Co-funded projects on the island of El Hierro (Canaries, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3530/04 (ES) by Manuel Medina Ortega (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Cofinanced projects on Fuerteventura (Canary Islands, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3531/04 (ES) by Manuel Medina Ortega (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Cofinanced projects on Gran Canaria (Canary Islands, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)
E-3532/04 (ES) by Manuel Medina Ortega (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Cofinanced projects on La Gomera (Canary Islands, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3533/04 (ES) by Manuel Medina Ortega (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Cofunded projects of the island of La Palma (Canaries, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3534/04 (ES) by Manuel Medina Ortega (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Cofinanced projects on Lanzarote (Canary Islands, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3536/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Propagation of banned seeds and risks arising from unauthorised genetic modifications in the Saarland
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

P-3537/04 (EN) by Philip Bradbourn (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: German toll charging
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

P-3538/04 (FR) by Brice Hortefeux (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Italian budgetary statistics
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2004)

P-3539/04 (PL) by Bogdan Klich (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Coal industry practices by RAG A.G. related to the choice of suppliers which breach Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty establishing the European Community
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)

E-3540/04 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Equal access to family allowances for Czech citizens in EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (18 February 2005)

E-3541/04 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: The Dolomites as a World Heritage Site
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3542/04 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Incorrect information concerning the storage of personal data by OLAF
Answer from the Commission (7 March 2005)

E-3543/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Sugar reform and the ACP
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3544/04 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Women’s peace-building groups
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)
E-3545/04 (EN) by Robert Sturdy (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Unsolicited faxes
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3546/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Relations between China and Europe
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2005)

E-3547/04 (FR) by Marie-Line Reynaud (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Restructuring wine production in the Cognac region (France)
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

P-3548/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: The liberalisation and future of the textile industry
Answer from the Commission (28 January 2005)

E-3549/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (6 January 2005)
Subject: Guadalajara — torture and abuse of prisoners
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-3550/04 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Guadalajara — torture and abuse of prisoners
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2005)

E-3551/04 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Proposed reforms of the EU sugar regime
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3552/04 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Commission proposals for the reform of the EU sugar regime
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3553/04 (FR) by Erna Hennicot-Schoepges (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Status of nutritionists
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3554/04 (NL) by Toine Manders (ALDE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Subsidies for sustainable energy
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2005)

E-3555/04 (NL) by Toine Manders (ALDE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Off-shoring
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2005)

P-3556/04 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Community policy to prevent and tackle agricultural accidents
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2005)
P-3557/04 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Emissions Trading Scheme
Answer from the Commission (21 January 2005)

P-3558/04 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Enforcement of the implementation of the Directive on Waste: Electrical and Electronic Equipment
Answer from the Commission (20 January 2005)

P-3559/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 December 2004)
Subject: Languages in the EU
Answer from the Commission (19 January 2005)

E-3560/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Council (6 January 2005)
Subject: International Criminal Court
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-3561/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: International Criminal Court
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

E-3562/04 (DE) by Willi Piecyk (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Emission rights trading in the aviation sector
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3563/04 (DE) by Willi Piecyk (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Checks on commercial vehicles at the EU’s external borders and the implications for Baltic Sea ports
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3565/04 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Human rights and anti-discrimination issues in Romania and Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (14 February 2005)

E-3566/04 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Environmental standards in Norway
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2005)

E-3567/04 (EN) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE), Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE), Angelika Beer (Verts/ALE), Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) and Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Council (6 January 2005)
Subject: Incident involving the nuclear submarine HMS Tireless in Sicilian-Maltese waters; storage of nuclear weapons or materials on Cyprus
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3568/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (6 January 2005)
Subject: Languages in the EU
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

E-3569/04 (EN) by Caroline Jackson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Kernow Grain Store complaint 1998/5007 and 1998/5008
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2005)
E-3570/04 (EN) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE), Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE), Angelika Beer (Verts/ALE), Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) and Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Incident involving the nuclear submarine HMS Tireless in Sicilian-Maltese waters
Answer from the Commission (28 February 2005)

E-3571/04 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) and Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Council (6 January 2005)
Subject: People’s Mujahadin of Iran
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3572/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Allowed exemptions to State aid rules on maritime transport
Answer from the Commission (14 February 2005)

E-3573/04 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (IND/DEM) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Can certain areas of Naples still be seen as part of Europe?
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3574/04 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Production of renewable energy
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

P-3575/04 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: HIV/AIDS in the EU
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

P-3576/04 (PL) by Witold Tomczak (IND/DEM) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Protection of human life under the European Constitution
Answer from the Commission (31 January 2005)

P-3577/04 (DA) by Karin Riis-Jørgensen (ALDE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Measures to combat child pornography
Answer from the Commission (11 February 2005)

P-3578/04 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Council (5 January 2005)
Subject: OLAF
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3582/04 (DE) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Negotiations with Mercosur
Answer from the Commission (2 February 2005)

E-3580/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Possible new trade agreements with the Andean Community and with Central America
Answer from the Commission (11 February 2005)

E-3581/04 (DA) by Karin Riis-Jørgensen (ALDE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Possibly illegal suspension of privatisation of shipping company
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)
E-3582/04 (DE) by Elisabeth Schroedter (Verts/ALE) to the Council (6 January 2005)
Subject: Visits to EU countries by children from Belarus for recuperation and convalescence
Joint answer from the Commission (30 May 2005)

E-3583/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Council (6 January 2005)
Subject: VAT rating of zero or 5% on all audio-books
Answer from the Council (18 July 2005)

E-3584/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Philip Bradbourn (PPE-DE) to the Council (6 January 2005)
Subject: Justice in Sri Lanka
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3585/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Philip Bradbourn (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Justice in Sri Lanka
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2005)

E-3586/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: EU pet-passport scheme as it applies to guide dogs
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3587/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Withdrawal from the common fisheries policy
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3588/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: The fight against the drug trade in EU commercial policy
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2005)

E-3590/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Breach of EU environmental legislation in connection with the extension of Frankfurt Airport
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

E-3591/04 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Energy policy in the Slovak Republic
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2005)

E-3592/04 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Clean-coal technology
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

E-3593/04 (IT) by Mercedes Bresso (PSE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Crisis in the Italian automobile industry
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3594/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: European football — training schools
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)
E-3595/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Portuguese community — more racist attacks in Northern Ireland
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)

E-3596/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 January 2005)
Subject: Child killings in Honduras
Answer from the Commission (11 February 2005)

E-3597/04 (EN) by Nirj Deva (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 January 2005)
Subject: Victims of rape in Liberia
Answer from the Commission (11 February 2005)

E-3598/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (7 January 2005)
Subject: Sewage contamination of the River Thames
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2005)

P-3599/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Alleged UK breach of the Copenhagen Criteria
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

E-3600/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Council (7 January 2005)
Subject: Corruption in EU Member States
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3601/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (7 January 2005)
Subject: Corruption in EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (1 April 2005)

E-3602/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (7 January 2005)
Subject: Food Supplements Directive
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3603/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (7 January 2005)
Subject: Costs of REACH compliance
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2005)

E-3604/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 January 2005)
Subject: Nationalisation of property in Croatia
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3605/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 January 2005)
Subject: Nationalisation of property in Croatia
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2005)

E-3606/04 (EN) by Mathieu Grosch (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 January 2005)
Subject: Prospective study on postal services
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)
E-3607/04 (EL) by Nikolaos Vakalis (PPE-DE) and Antonios Trakatellis (PPE-DE) to the Council
(11 January 2005)
Subject: Accession Partnership with Bulgaria: nuclear safety and decommissioning of units 3 and 4 of the
Kozloduy nuclear plant
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3608/04 (EL) by Nikolaos Vakalis (PPE-DE) and Antonios Trakatellis (PPE-DE) to the Commission
(11 January 2005)
Subject: Accession Partnership with Bulgaria: nuclear safety and decommissioning of units 3 and 4 of the
Kozloduy nuclear plant
Answer from the Commission (15 February 2005)

E-3609/04 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Ongoing violence by Islamist extremists on ChaldoAssyrian Christians in Iraq
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3610/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Technical standards for heavy goods vehicles
Answer from the Commission (17 February 2005)

E-3611/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Environmental labelling scheme for motor vehicles
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2005)

E-3613/04 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Internal market
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2005)

E-3614/04 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Building projects on the Aeolian islands (Sicily, Italy)
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2005)

E-3615/04 (FR) by Jean-Marie Le Pen (NI) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Funding for the referendum on the European Constitution
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2005)

E-3616/04 (FR) by Jean-Marie Le Pen (NI) to the Council (11 January 2005)
Subject: Funding for the referendum on the European Constitution
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3617/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (11 January 2005)
Subject: Accession of Turkey
Answer from the Council (23 May 2005)

E-3618/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (11 January 2005)
Subject: Iran's nuclear activities
Answer from the Council (30 May 2005)

E-3619/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: ENAR-Belgium
Joint answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)
E-3620/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: European Network Against Racism
Joint answer from the Commission (7 February 2005)

E-3621/04 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Council (11 January 2005)
Subject: Protection of minorities in Turkey
Answer from the Council (2 June 2005)

P-3622/04 (EN) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 January 2005)
Subject: Stability and Growth Pact
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2004)

E-3624/04 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Fishing bycatches
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2005)

E-3625/04 (FR) by Anna Záborská (PPE-DE) to the Council (11 January 2005)
Subject: Equal opportunities and Community acquis
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3626/04 (IT) by Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Italy's violation of Directive 2001/23/EC
Supplementary answer from the Commission (29 August 2005)

E-3627/04 (IT) by Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Violation, by Telecom Italia S.p.A., of workers' rights with regard to protection from dismissal
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2005)

E-3628/04 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Commission's failure in official contexts to respect the Swedish people's democratic choice to remain outside the euro
Answer from the Commission (14 March 2005)

P-3629/04 (FR) by Bernard Poignant (PSE) to the Council (6 January 2005)
Subject: Proposal for a directive on criminal sanctions for maritime pollution
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3630/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Council (11 January 2005)
Subject: Crime in Padua and other European cities
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)

E-3631/04 (IT) by Antonio De Poli (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 January 2005)
Subject: Crime in Padua and other European cities
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2005)

P-3632/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (6 January 2005)
Subject: Compulsory indication of product origin
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2005)
E-3633/04 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (11 January 2005)
Subject: Arrest of Chinese dissidents
Answer from the Council (10 May 2005)